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This

book is dedicated to all the professors and staff at GC that helped me get here, as well as Laura Swarner,
Natalie Cook and Fran Smith for all our post-rehearsal late nights – without you guys, none of this magic
would have been created.
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Why I Chose Shooting Star
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Why Shooting Star?
As a freshman at Central Michigan University, we were required to audition for all shows during
our first two years as a requirement for their BFA Acting program. The first show that was being
produced was Shooting Star. My second day of college I had to pull together a really quick
monologue and audition in front of a professor who I didn’t know. I wasn’t even prepared
enough to read the play. After I had auditioned, the professor required us to stand in a line and
repeat the same monologue together. I could clearly tell that I was the youngest girl to audition
for the show. I thought I was proud of my audition even though I was not called back.
Two weeks later I joined the crew to help build the set. While I knew nothing of the concept or
metaphor of the play, and to this day I still don’t, I really wanted to learn how to paint and it was
my first college show. The show was in the round, very minimal, but the seats were being crafted
had to perfectly replicate airport seating. I spent hours helping weld, paint, and apply faux
leather. This was my first ever true introduction to the world of carpentry and the world of scenic
painting.
When I saw the show, I understood completely why I did not get the part – an 18 year old short
college freshman did not at all match the part of Elena Carson, a mid-forties woman who had an
18 year old daughter. After spending a moment laughing about the dramatic monologue I chose
for the auditions, I very quickly fell in love with Shooting Star. What initial comes off as a talkheavy romantic comedy actually carries so much more weight – it speaks to the way that we
interact as humans and how the people who come and go in our lives are meant to. The clumsy
yet meaningful interactions between Reed McAllister and Elena Carson are so cleverly crafted
by Dietz that it’s nearly impossible to not find a connection to one’s own personal life. After
seeing the show my freshman year, I knew it was something I wanted to direct before I
graduated.
When I transferred to Georgia College, I knew I wanted to direct as my senior capstone – and
Shooting Star was still one of the top choices in my mind. I knew for me to get the capstone
would be a long shot as I was so new and basically had a semester and a half to prove my
strengths, but I never lost sight of my goal with this show and the plans I had for it.
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The main reason I chose Shooting Star is because I know there are many people in the world
who crave the interaction that Reed and Elena have. The almost “near miss” of seeing someone
who meant so much to you, someone you have fights with in your head from the painful
memories they left behind or the things you never got to say. This interaction is all too common
and I believe that this play can be seen as a healing play – something that audience members can
use to help recover from their own pain of losing someone or having someone leave their life.
This show, as Dietz describes it, is the “real and messy kind” of interaction that are “built on
laughter, banter, remembrance and alcohol”. The events of this show could happen and they’re
something that everyone can imagine happening in their life. I found that in the process of this
show that I could relate to wanting one of these experiences more than ever.
I feel that this play also shows the harsh reality of what would happen if this scenario was real –
in the end, Elena and Reed do not get together. They don’t even really speak again after the play
ends, and they’re okay with that. Seeing each other brough them peace, and helped them move
on in the way they so desperately needed to. The lack of happy ending is real, raw, and accurate.
I dedicated the performances of this play to those I love and have loved. I hope to meet them in
an airport one day.
To quote Dietz himself…
“Thanks for being here. Oh, and it’s snowing.”
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Concept Development
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Concept Worksheet Questionnaire
1) Play Title: Shooting Star by Steven Dietz
2) Period and place I will set play in is: Modern day, 2020 in the Detroit Airport (the most likely
place for a big storm)
A) Is this the original intention of the play or your idea? Please explain why you or your
playwright have chosen this era and how it enhances the themes of the play?
This play is actually written for 2006, with the airport not named – just any airport that would
work. Dietz also has his characters born in the 60s, so that they would be late 40s by the time of
the play. I have updated the year to 2019 as well as made the characters early to mid-30s. I made
this change for several reasons: first of all, this play is timeless and in the Author’s Note, Dietz
comments that these moments happen to many people and they’re rarely ever talked about. I
wanted to update the time period to point out that this does still happen – and that it deserves to
be talked about. I also updated the characters age (and therefore, some of the references in the
play) for practical reasons – the actors who will be playing these characters are in the age range
of 18-22, and I don’t want makeup to have to play a massive part in the creation of this show.
Also, some of the technology in the show (such as the phones) are a bit outdated and I wanted to
be able to use modern technology. I also believe some of the updated references will make more
sense to a potentially younger audience.
B) What current films/videos can you show the cast to support your ideas?
My current plan is to hope that there’s a bit of snow in the January months so that the actors can
draw upon a bit of memory of what the snow felt like and use it for their inspiration. However, as
that is not a likely nor a reliable option, we will have a few tablework days where we discuss
experiences with extreme weather and talk about how they affected us.
C) Through your dramaturgical research, please denote one text and author and quote one
sentence that you will use to support your ideas concerning the period and sociohistorical era and themes of the play. For example, choose a history text, a period novel,
or the writings of a particular philosopher. Please list one applicable quote from this
text (and keep other quotes for your program as well), the source, and the page number.
This play brings very powerful words to me from The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald: “So
we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.” I feel like this line
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very well covers the emotions of the show and how the characters, who are dealing with the
hardships of middle age, spend the majority of the play living in the past. They struggle so much
to see the future and reconcile themselves with who they are, and that is a very powerful theme
of the play.
3) Please create a concept board on 81/2 X 11 pages containing at least 5 objects, pictures or
photographs from magazines, books, etc. that best reflect your feelings about this play in terms
of color, mood, environment, message, set... and label their importance and cite where they came
from. Please list colors that appeal to you and why, and for 3-D objects that can’t be pasted on a
board, please bring them in.
Please see the end of the concept sheet for this board.
4) What do you want the audience to leave the theatre with or how do you want to affect them?
Shooting Star is a very relationship-heavy show. Not so much the love type of
relationship (even though that is important), it is about respect of relationship. I want the
audience leaving the show understanding the importance of every type of relationship,
even the ones they made in the theater watching the show. Please see 4A for elaboration
on this concept.
A) What should the physical relationship between audience and actor convey? (i.e. actors
and audience are one, audience is purposefully distanced from the actors, etc.)
In a perfect world, I want this show to be completely in the round. I want it to look like
an airport terminal, where everyone is sitting in the seats waiting for their flights, and I
would want the two actors to wander in between them and sit next to them, be across
from them. I would want the audience living in the set. I would be perfectly
comfortable with the show simply being in the round. However, since I understand that
the budget is tight and that such ideas can be difficult to achieve, I am fine with the show
being thrust setting with seats on the edges.
B) Please draw a floor plan of your set.
While I’m aware that the creation of the set isn’t up to me, here is an idea of how I would like it
to work. The big rectangles are audience seating, the line with the boxes is airport chairs, and the
circle is a trash can.
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or, if thrust
5) Briefly, what is the a) plot, b) major dramatic question, and the c) spine of the play?
This play is about two people – Elena Carson and Reed McAllister, who dated in college
at Madison in Wisconsin. They dated for 22 months, and went through many life
changing events together – owning their first house, car, an “open relationship”, even an
abortion. They meet back up 10 years later by mistake in an airport during a snowstorm
and get to catch up and learn about each other’s lives. The root action statement is: This
play is about a wandering, reclose free spirit who is forced to face an old flame from
college, thereby realizing she has lost her youth and lost track of the person she had
wanted to become. The major dramatic question is “how can we, as people, understand,
deal with, and change ourselves to become the person we always wanted to be?”
6) Briefly, what is the theme of the play you wish to convey?
I wish to convey a few themes from Shooting Star:
1) People have the ability to change themselves no matter their age or where they’re
going in life. Everyone has the ability to improve, and sometimes all it can take is a little
push. It’s easy, especially someone in the field of arts, to fall into a “safe” routine or a
“back up plan” and lose sight of what you wanted for yourself. It’s never too late to
rekindle that spark. As part of my metaphor mentioned later in my concept sheet, your
mistakes are a part of you and you must learn to accept them in order to change and
become the better person you seek to be.
2) People must find solace and peace in the awkward moments in life – the awkward
meet-ups, hellos, and even seeing an old friend. Elena points out in one line of the play
that there are a bunch of strangers that all come together in the airport and they have the
ability to say anything to each other but choose to say nothing and instead keep to
themselves. She despises that nobody is willing to do so. I believe that this play speaks a
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lot about unity and togetherness that is often neglected, and for this reason, it is an
important theme to highlight.
7) How many characters are there and how many actors do you actually need (taking into
consideration doubling, etc.)?
There are two characters in the show: Elena Carson and Reed McAllister, one man, and
one woman. There is, however, also an airport voice that can be considered a third
character. I have decided that I will not be casting this person for fear of putting them
under the illusion that they’re an onstage character when they are simply a recorded
voice. I plan on casting one person for this role and deciding someone based on
availability and voice type. I’m thinking about using a woman’s voice.
8) Who are the protagonist and antagonist and what type of qualities will you look for in casting
these roles? Describe the characters. Please state their super-objectives.
This play is interesting because each character is their own antagonist, therefore they are
both their own protagonist and antagonist. For Elena, I’m looking for someone who is
open and willing to take risks – her super objective is to resist. She attempts to resist
society in every single way, she comes to an airport with a rain stick and meditates in the
middle of the airport! She hopes to change everything about society and the way they act.
Reed, on the other hand, is a conformist. His super objective is to defy the situation he’s
in and change them into a normal situation, though his life won’t let him do so. He
continues to return to his cheating wife and lets his boss step all over him. The only
person that lets him be him is Elena.
9) What are the most important criteria (in order of priority) that you will use for casting, and
what do you need to learn about the actors during auditions to help you in casting? For
example, is comic timing important? Hair color? Wit and improvisational ability? Physical
agility? Vocal ability? Grasp of difficult language?
The most important criteria for the actress who plays Elena is her wit and her physical
movements. Elena is a free spirit character, she doesn’t follow rules, dress codes, or
criteria, and not in a rebellious way. She’s very much someone who belonged in the 80’s
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but got trapped in 2019. I want someone who takes a risk during their audition but isn’t
scared to adapt to change. For Reed, I’m looking for someone who isn’t afraid to step
into the role of a “toxic” man, someone whose masculinity defines him. It’s a difficult
and scary role, but I need someone who isn’t afraid to act like he’s “the best”. During
callbacks, a lot of time is going to be spent seeing the relationship between the actors, and
who appears to click the best (or.. don’t click the best!).
A) What specific audition requirements will you set up to test for these criteria? Partner
improv games? Mime exercises? Readings from the script? Readings from a related
poem? Group sensory games? Prepare songs?
For my auditions, each person will be asked to prepare a 60 second story about an awkward
situation they had or a meet-up with someone that made them uncomfortable. For my callbacks,
there will be readings from the script as well as partner improv games, sensory games, and
reading a monologue in front of each other.
10) What special effects or difficult set, costume, or lighting requirements do you need in the
show? For example, fire? A water well? A trap door? An electric shock? A silhouette scrim?
Many locations represented on stage? A series of slamming doors?
I don’t have too many difficult issues like that. The biggest technical issue will be when
the airport shuts down and when the two characters almost have sex, however, I think my
light designer will have very little problem with these issues. I think the biggest concern
might be the fact that Reed has a cellphone that rings multiple times throughout the show.
It’s described in the script to be a Blackberry phone, however, I think I’m going to update
it to an iPhone and have a stage hand actually call the phone onstage (since this is a
Blackbox production, I don’t want anything to look fake). One thing I will certainly need
is a mechanism to show time, like the clock. The time must be able to jump around so I
would be interested in having a TV on set that gave the time or even projections on the
wall that gave the time as well. It would add very much to the elements of surrealism that
I’m trying to add.
11) What style would you describe using for your idea of the production? For example,
realistic? Epic? Symbolic? Expressionistic? Impressionistic? Absurdist? Dream? Selective
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realism?
I would say that this play is very surreal, symbolic and realistic at the same time.
Obviously, the story is incredibly ordinary, something that happens to people at least
once in their life – nothing about it is too absurdist or dreamlike. The story is also very
surrealist because of the moments where the character breaks out from their story to tell a
monologue to the audience. That happens often in the show and for that reason there are
elements of surrealism that I would like to include in the set. However, I find the story
itself incredibly symbolic as it speaks a great deal about growing up and reconciling your
current self with the person you always wanted to be, and having to face that reality as
you age. I feel like this story is incredibly symbolic of a person’s past and present, and
how to move that into the future.
A) What reference material have you researched to support your choice? For example,
Douglas Russell’s Period Style for the Theatre? Research on the playwright? Paintings
by Picasso? Please explain in detail, listing author, title and page number.
One of the biggest influences on this decision was my experience in my Acting III class with
Amy Pinney. We spent a lot of time focusing on the -isms of theatre, and we learned a lot about
how the different styles can be applied. I incorporated some of this into my research and creation
by going through the isms chapter of Style for Actors, as well as doing a lot of research on Steven
Dietz. Furthermore, I met with a lot of middle-aged to older people to talk about their past and if
they became the person they wanted to be. A lot of their answers affected the way I wanted to
portray this play.
I was actually heavily influenced by Starry Night by Vincent Van Gogh. This painting is
incredibly important to this play because if the imagery presented inside of it. Please see question
13 for further explanation.
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12) What is your personal connection to the play?
This play is compelling to me because of my personal life experience of reconnecting
with old friends. As someone who has lived in Chicago for 18 years of my life, old
friends has been a big part of who I am. Wherever you go, even in a big town, you always
seem to be running into them. They all hold a part of your life and you have very
specific memories with each of them, and losing them feels like an impossibility. I feel
like telling the story of Shooting Star will help remind audiences of the importance of the
connections they make in their life. This play is very important to me right now during a
big turning point in my life – I am about to graduate undergrad and start my own life, and
my visions for myself are not quite clear. I am unsure of where life is going to take me,
and where I will go/what I become. I also have a great love for the value of human
connection and our ability to communicate and help each other.
UPDATED: This was my original personal connection to the play, however as I was
working on this show I had a very personal breakup in my life that connected me to the
show a bit more strongly. I now have hope that one of these special moments in life
might happen to me one day. For that reason, I’m adding this line into the directors note:
“this play is dedicated to those I love and have loved – I hope to meet you in an airport
one day.”
13) Please explain your concept as a short metaphor or concrete visual symbol. Can you find
textual support for this metaphor?
Shooting Star is the Van Gogh portrait, Starry Night. As mentioned in 11A, Starry
Night serves this play perfectly for multiple reasons. Not only does the image contain
several stars which support the title of the play itself, but the main characters name
“Elena” means “shining light”, or “bright one” in Spanish. This supports my idea that she
is the sky in the painting, the bright colors reflecting onto the buildings in the portrait as
she reflects on Reed in the play. Reed is a very straightforward and sharp character, much
like the village of this painting, but Elena is very outgoing, free flowing, and colorful like
the night sky. However, in the panting there are moments where the village and sky
almost bleed together and combined, they create a gorgeous image. The painting is also
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said to be one of the most recognized in the world, much like this type of experience that
Elena and Reed go through. The colors represented in starry night are also the colors that
the characters will be wearing: Elena in blues and yellows with whites, and Reed in
browns and blacks with a hint of dark navy. Also, according to Van Gogh’s friends and
family, it was believed that Van Gogh created his surrealist painting to convey emotion
and help him overcome his illness. The painting is described to have “exaggerations in
terms of composition” and each aspect of the painting contains a different emotion –
mourning, comfort, peace, unity, and isolation. I believe that all of these emotions are a
huge part of Shooting Star and the emotions that Reed and Elena go through when seeing
each other again.
As an alternative to defining a metaphor, please list your overarching thematic metaphysical and
concrete questions which compel you to explore this play.
How do we reconcile ourselves with who we wanted to be and who we became? Do we have a
right to be proud or feel shame about it – and do we still have the ability to change it? How can
we use the magic of human connection and human love to change the world or who we wanted
to be, or are we blinded by the technology in front of us?
A) Please list adjectives that define the world of the play (i.e. hard, soft, metallic, velvety,
etc.)
It’s hard, it’s brutal and it’s surreal because you never expect moments like this in your
life. It’s very metallic – the metal of the chairs in the airport, the metal in their outfits and
the hardened souls that they have become. It’s a harsh play veiled under comedy – you
only see the real themes if you’re looking hard enough.
14) Please list the kind of music you hear when you think about the play. Do you envision it live
or on tape? Please bring in CD’s that have the emotional hue you wish to convey.
I imagine the music for this play coming out of the speakers of the airport or over
AirPods or headphones that can just faintly be heard because the listener has the music so
loud. The songs I find most important when I think of Shooting Star are La Vie En Rose
by Edith Piaf, i love you by Billie Eilish, and Sleep on the Floor by The Lumineers.
15) Transitions - Please explain how you will manage scene transitions (as the expert Director’s
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hand is most easily seen in the transitions) to make them quick, seamless and enjoyable!
The transitions in the show consist mainly of an actor walking off stage to get something
or change while another actor delivers a monologue directly to the audience. My plan for
this is a moment of silence of the actors freezing but staying engaged in the moment
while one actor leaves and the other one gets in place for their monologue, starting it as
they walk there. I want those moments to be timeless and almost surreal – like the
character was just turning to another person at the airport and saying it.
16) Please detail your concept of your show which you intend to convey to your team at design
and production meetings.
The concept of this show, put simply, is Starry Night by Van Gogh and the ability for one
to fix themselves no matter what age they are. The characters spend so much of their time
living in flashbacks and the good moments of life that for a moment, they slip back into
their college selves and not their middle aged selves. There should be whimsical
moments full of flashback and dreams, but the moment in between – the important ones –
the ones where they must face their current selves and what they’ve become, are
prominent. I want the play to be truth, complete and utter truth, masked behind the
surrealist veil of comedy and elaboration.
17) Without designing your set, lights and costumes (save this for the designer) please explain
the impact of your concept on these elements of the show in the way you will discuss these at
your first design meeting with your designers:
I would love for the costumes to stay true to the play – both of them completely
juxtaposing each other. However, I want them to have a color that bonds them that they
both have in their outfits. I want the lights to be harsh airport lighting, something not
flattering and depicts how tired they are (physically and emotionally). If I could have any
say in the seating, I would want this show completely in the round, the audience sitting in
the set, so that they can see the characters from all angles as well as create the illusion
that they themselves are in the airport, waiting to go somewhere and to have some place
to be.
A) How many, and what specific, settings/locales do you need? List them
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There is only one locale and it is the airport. Dietz describes it as a “simple setting”.
B) Do you require entrances? Where?
There will be two entrances that are only used for the actors to go and retrieve props or for a
quick change. They are not very important as the audience will be focused on another character’s
monologue as they leave. Dietz refers to them as vague areas in the airport: A McDonald’s, a
newspaper stand, a bathroom. Etc.
C) Do you envision area lighting or washes? Specials?
There will be specials for the lighting on the actors during the monologues, and maybe a few
special gobos for the snow. There will also be different lighting when the airport powers down
for the storm. Other than that, washes are perfect.
18) If you had to choose the most important element in terms of production values, would you
call your play a) a lighting show, b) a set show, or c) a costume show?
My play is probably a set or a costume show. The costumes very much define the
characters and juxtapose them from one another (a hippy free spirit versus a familyvalues business man), but ultimately their costumes become intertwined when they start
wearing each others clothing by the end. I also think the set is incredibly important
because one of the biggest themes in this show is unity and I want the set to unite the
actors with the audience.
19) Please name the critics and attach a copy of a) at least one review and b) notes from one
book/journal of literary criticism you have researched in regard to this play. How will you
direct the play the same or differently because of what you have read?
This play is actually a play that has not been widely performed – the farthest it has gotten is offBroadway theaters, and while it is one of Dietz’s best works, it is not the work he is most known
for. Therefore, there are no notes from a book/journal with literary criticism. However, from the
times that it has been done, the following have been said about the play:
“At times they also talk directly to the audience, which is the easiest way for the playwright to
convey the backgrounds of the characters and their lives, past and present.” – Michael Sommers,
New York Times
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“Shooting Star is that rare, romantic comedy that is funny, but also charming, endearing, and not
removed from reality… the entertainment is in the telling, in the playful banter, and there’s lots
of it. It shines bright and doesn’t fade. It is bittersweet, and ultimately redemptive.” – The
Providence Journal
“You will find yourself laughing out loud, and then, two minutes later, realizing there’s
something serious under the guffaws. This is the play Neil Simon, at his best, would have written
if he had been young in the 1970s.” – WRNI (NPR) Radio, Providence
“…A quick and sharp play about our lives, one that gives us all the fun and all the tears of our
times.” —NPR
After doing a deep review of all the criticism on this play, I really plan to pay homage to Dietz’s
story and his vision while also staying true to the modern twist I plan to put on the play.
20) Please denote author and text of at least one book which provides biographical information
on your playwright. Alternatively, interview your playwright on life history and goals. Please
give a short biography and detail at least 5 facts that you found pertinent to the play you are
directing.
No books are actually written about Steven Dietz or his life – he is not incredibly famous
by any means. However, he is a professor at The University of Texas at Austin in the
Theatre and Dance department. Dietz is a two-time winner of the Kennedy Center Fund
for New American Plays Award for Fiction and Still Life with Iris, as well as a two-time
finalist for the Steinberg New Play Award for Last of the Boys and Becky's New Car. He
is often called "the most ubiquitous American playwright whose name you may never
have heard", Dietz has long been one of America's most prolific and widely produced
playwrights. Born and raised in Denver, Colorado, Dietz graduated in 1980 with a B.A.
in Theatre Arts from the University of Northern Colorado. He also he also formed a small
theatre company (Quicksilver Stage) and began to write plays of his own during that
time. He wrote Shooting Star in 2008.
21) Explain several rehearsal, improv, or bonding techniques you will use that seem to fit the
goals of your show and why you have chosen them.
Since my show spends a great deal of time on relationships, cast bonding (even though it
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will only be two actors) is going to be a big part of this show. In the spirit of one of my
favorite directors Declan Donnellan, I will be spending a great deal of time cultivating
my relationship with my actors and their relationship between each other. We will be
having several dinners together and doing some of the fun activities that Elena and Reed
did together as college students. In the rehearsal space, we will be doing a great deal of
tablework focusing on the relationship between these two characters and making sure
that the actors have a great hold on the types of characters that they are. Warm up
exercises and improvisations will be used daily to help create the relationship these two
characters have.
22) Please list all terminology, obscure or literary references, historic names or foreign words
which are unclear in the text and define them for yourself, your designers and your actors.
The Wall Street Journal – A typically right-wing newspaper that Reed reads during the
play.
Cosmo – A magazine, typically aimed towards women, about fashion and celebrity news
that Elena reads during the play.
NPR – A public radio station that Elena and Reed used to listen to.
“Red” and “Blue” – Red is a synonym for republican, and blue is a synonym for
democrat. Elena pokes fun at this during the show.
Rain stick – s a long, hollow tube partially filled with small pebbles or beans that has
small pins or thorns arranged helically on its inside surface. When the stick is upended,
the pebbles fall to the other end of the tube, making a sound reminiscent of rain falling.
Elena’s most valued prop in the show.
Clinton and Bush – Elena makes fun of how many times they each voted for Clinton, the
democratic candidate, and Bush, the republican candidate. For the time period of the
show it refers to George W Bush and Bill Clinton. The same references will be used, but
it now will mean Hillary Clinton.
Blackberry – A type of phone that will be updated to an iPhone in this show.
Please refer to the research section of this book for a further breakdown.
23) Please divide your play into action units/beats (approximately 10 per act), name each beat,
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action verbs, and include a graph of the emotional arc of the play. Please attach your tech
(sound and light cues) sheet used for your tech rehearsal.
See “Textual Analysis” section.
24) Attach a sample rehearsal schedule denoting your objectives for each rehearsal (of course
these may change), i.e. read-through, blocking, character work, etc.
Since the show is still semi-far out and the dates have not been quite set in stone since
some actors will be at KCACTF, ThesCon and SETC, I have preferred to make a broad
week-to-week goal for now. This will be updated as it gets more detailed.
Week 1: Two read-throughs followed by 2 days of tablework, the first day split up
between the actors and the second day with the actors together.
Week 2: Blocking the entire show. It is only 40 pages, so I think it can be doable.
Week 3: Finish up blocking, start working rehearsals – off book date is this week
Week 4: Finish up working rehearsals, possibly add a check-in day of tablework – hard
off book date is this week.
Week 5: Polishing rehearsals, full run-throughs (I would like sound to possibly begin to
be added this week)
Week 6: Tech week
Week 7: Performance week
25) Are there any racial, sexual or nude scenes in your play? If so, how will you handle them?
There is one almost sex scene in the play. The characters get nearly undressed and almost
have sex but decide to stop. For this, I plan on putting on my audition sheet that the
characters will be kissing and getting nearly naked. However, they will only get as far as
Elena having her kimono off (still completely dressed under), and Reed having his shirt
off. They will stop there.
26) If you had unlimited human labor and unlimited financial resources, how would you
implement your concept? If you only had $100 and one person to implement your concept how
would you accomplish it?
With unlimited labor and resources, the entire stage would become an airport. The
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audience would be walking into a Detroit Airport look-alike. Their seats would look like
airport seats and there would be a stewardess as their usher. When the actors came out, it
would be like nothing had changed. If I had $100 and one person, folding chairs would be
implemented as the set and the seats for the audience, and there would be no lighting
effects at all - it would be the harsh lighting of an airport. The overall goal of this set is
to keep uniformity between the actor and the audience, as if we are all one.
27) Either storyboard (draw) three scenes as you envision blocking them, or describe in words
one evocative scene and how you will use the set, actors, and movement to create perfect moment
of staging that encapsulates your concept.
There is a moment, at the end of the play, when Elena and Reed are monologuing to the
audience about how after they met in the airport they called each other every night for
weeks and planned to meet, but they both stood each other up when they went and never
talked again. It’s an incredibly sad moment for the audience, as they are hoping that the
two leave their dismal lives and come together. My plan for this is to have the two
characters sitting right next to each other on the airport bench, speaking to various
audience members and talking directly to a few. I want them to be so close that they’re
almost touching. In the final moments, Reed turns over the rain stick given to him by
Elena and that’s the last moment of the play. I want Elena to watch him do this motion
but have a stare that suggests she’s a thousand miles away. I want the fade out to be slow,
possibly 10 seconds, to leave the audience in that moment to think before the applause of
the show.
28) Synthesize your thoughts into a coherent one-page concept summary to hand to your design
team as a reminder of what you present orally at the first design meeting.
Plot: This play is about a wandering, reclose free spirit and a cold, straightforward businessman
who are forced to see one another again in an airport, thereby realizing they have lost her youth
and lost track of the person they had wanted to become. This play is about two college ex-lovers,
Elena and Reed, who accidentally meet in an airport 10 years after they broke up. Elena is the
same democratic free-life hippie she always was, while Reed has changed dramatically and
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become a republican businessman. The two end up trapped in the airport during a snowstorm and
spend the night discussing their past life together, their hardships now, and ultimately help each
other achieve the destination they plan on going (both physically and emotionally).
Theme: This play is not so much about love as it is about connection and reconciliation.
Reconciling your past self with your current self and seeing if it’s who you wanted to be, and
how to take that step moving forward. It speaks to the power of human connection and the
significance of speaking your truth, getting things off your shoulders and being candid with
others. It is a very important play about the themes of growing up (even in your mid-thirties) and
fixing your mistakes. People have the ability to change themselves no matter their age or where
they’re going in life. Everyone has the ability to improve, and sometimes all it can take is a little
push. It’s easy, especially someone in the field of arts, to fall into a “safe” routine or a “back up
plan” and lose sight of what you wanted for yourself. It’s never too late to rekindle that spark.
As part of my metaphor mentioned later in my concept sheet, your mistakes are a part of you and
you must learn to accept them in order to change and become the better person you seek to be.
Compelling Personal Connection: This play is very important to me right now during a big
turning point in my life – I am about to graduate undergrad and start my own life, and my visions
for myself are not quite clear. I am unsure of where life is going to take me, and where I will
go/what I become. I also have a great love for the value of human connection and our ability to
communicate and help each other.
Concept Metaphor or Adjectives or Metaphysical Questions: Shooting Star is the Van Gogh
portrait, Starry Night. Starry Night serves this play perfectly for multiple reasons. Not only does
the image contain several stars which support the title of the play itself, but the main characters
name “Elena” means “shining light”, or “bright one” in Spanish. This supports my idea that she
is the sky in the painting, the bright colors reflecting onto the buildings in the portrait as she
reflects on Reed in the play. Reed is a very straightforward and sharp character, much like the
village of this painting, but Elena is very outgoing, free flowing, and colorful like the night sky.
However, in the panting there are moments where the village and sky almost bleed together and
combined, they create a gorgeous image. The painting is also said to be one of the most
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recognized in the world, much like this type of experience that Elena and Reed go through. The
colors represented in starry night are also the colors that the characters will be wearing: Elena in
blues and yellows with whites, and Reed in browns and blacks with a hint of dark navy. Also,
according to Van Gogh’s friends and family, it was believed that Van Gogh created his surrealist
painting to convey emotion and help him overcome his illness. The painting is described to have
“exaggerations in terms of composition” and each aspect of the painting contains a different
emotion – mourning, comfort, peace, unity, and isolation. I believe that all of these emotions are
a huge part of Shooting Star and the emotions that Reed and Elena go through when seeing each
other again.
Implications for Lights, Set, Sound, Props, Costumes: The props will have to be the most
detailed part of the whole show – they need to be very realistic including a lot of edible props
and also the use of a phone and laptop onstage. The phone should be the actor’s real cellphone so
that a stagehand can call it when it needs to be called. I want the set to be very realistic in terms
of real airport seating, however, the rest of the set, including the ground, the clock for showing
the time, the lighting, and anything else can be very symbolic and surrealist. The floor can be
painted to not look like an airport at all. My ideal vision for the floor is to have it start to maybe
look like an airport but dissolve into something similar to “Starry Night” or to simply paint
“starry night” on the floor. I just want the seats to be lifelike, but even the clock can be out of the
ordinary. I want the costumes to very much be as-described in the script, however I would like
there to be a small amount of blue in Elena’s and a small amount of red in Reeds, with one color
consistent between both of them. The sound needs to be very specific to the script, especially
with the announcements in the show that is said over the airport terminal.
29) Prepare a Self-Evaluation or Have a Postmortem.
I am beyond thrilled to start this show. I have long been in love with Dietz’s work,
especially this play, and I feel like getting the time to work on this sheet and fully
develop some of the ideas I’ve been having has been immensely helpful. I’ve read the
play more times than I can count and every time I read it, I find something new I love
about it or something else I want to flesh out in my show. I think I have a really great
start for this concept and I’m excited to see where the next steps lead me.
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Concept Board/Morgue by Kenzie Bradley
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Scene Design Research by Laura Swarner
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Scene Design Sketches by Laura Swarner

Initial working sketch drawn by Laura Swarner.

Final sketch drawn by Laura Swarner.
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Ground Plans, Paint Elevations and Front Elevations by Laura Swarner
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Model built by Laura Swarner
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Costume Design Sketches by Grace Callaway

Elena Carson rendering.
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Reed McAllister rendering.
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Makeup Renderings and Inspiration by Claire Hemenway

Reed McAllister makeup rendering.

Hair and makeup inspiration for Reed.
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Elena Carson makeup rendering.

.
Hair and makeup inspiration for Elena.
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Light Design Presentation by Fran Smith
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Research
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Metaphor: “The Starry Night” by Vincent Van Gogh

The Starry Night is one of the most
recognized pieces of art in the world. It is
absolutely everywhere, too. It can be seen on
coffee, mugs, t-shirts, towels, magnets, etc.
Honestly, it sometimes feels as if the
painting’s fame has exceeded that of its
creator. It is a magnificent piece of art. That
Starry Night resonates with so many people is
a testament to how its beauty is timeless and
universal.1
Van Gogh assigned an emotional language to night and nature that took them far from their
actual appearances. Dominated by vivid blues and yellows applied with gestural verve and
immediacy, The Starry Night also demonstrates how inseparable van Gogh’s vision was from the
new procedures of painting he had devised, in which color and paint describe a world outside the
artwork even as they telegraph their own status as, merely, color and paint.2
Starry Night depicts a dreamy interpretation of the artist's asylum room's sweeping view of
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence. Though Van Gogh revisited this scene in his work on several
occasions, "Starry Night" is the only nocturnal study of the view. Thus, in addition to
descriptions evident in the myriad of letters he wrote to his brother, Theo, it offers a rare
nighttime glimpse into what the artist saw while in isolation. "Through the iron-barred window I
can make out a square of wheat in an enclosure," he wrote in May of 1889, "above which in the
morning I see the sun rise in its glory."3

1

“Van Gogh Starry Night: Van Gogh Gallery.” Van Gogh Starry Night - The Painting and The Story. Accessed
January 29, 2020. https://www.vangoghgallery.com/painting/starry-night.html.
2
Gogh, Vincent van. “Vincent Van Gogh. The Starry Night. Saint Rémy, June 1889: MoMA.” The Museum of
Modern Art. Accessed January 29, 2020. https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79802.
3
“The Starry Night, 1889 by Vincent Van Gogh.” 10 Facts that You Don't Know About "Starry Night" by Vincent
van Gogh. Accessed January 29, 2020. https://www.vincentvangogh.org/starry-night.jsp
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Shooting Star References
Reed, page 12: “Canada is the home of storms. Hockey. Neil Young.”
Elena, page 21: “Those old tan pants and one of his faded t-shirts that were all thrift store
bargains or giveaways from concerts: Neil Young, J.J. Cale.”
-

Neil Young: a Canadian-American singer-songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and activist.
After embarking on a music career in the 1960s, he moved to Los Angeles, where he
formed Buffalo Springfield with Stephen Stills, Richie Furay and others. Young had
released two solo albums and three as a member of Buffalo Springfield by the time he
joined Crosby, Stills & Nash in 1969.4

-

Why the line was kept: Young was still actively performing in the late 90s and early
2000s – and during this time he actually rose to fame once again. It would make sense
that Reed and Elena would know of him and potentially have seen him in concert.

Elena, page 22: “Did you buy a bird? The Wall Street Journal?”
-

The Wall Street Journal: a U.S. business-focused, English-language international daily
newspaper based in New York City, international editions also available in Chinese and
Japanese. The magazine is very conservative and typically focused more to right-wing
politics. 5

-

Why the line was kept: The Wall Street Journal is still a very conservative paper, it has
only gained fame and recognition since 2006 when the play was originally set.

Reed, page 27: “The bricks and boards holding up our books – my Kerouac and Vonnegut and
Tom Wolfe, her Betty Friedan and Rod McKuen and Carlos Castaneda.”
-

Kerouac, Vonnegut, Wolfe: All three of these writers are very famous and known for
their novels on social ills in society.

-

Friedan, McKuen, Castanda: all three of these people are revolutionaries of their genres –
Friedan being a popular feminist wrister, McKuen and Castanda being poets.

4

“Neil Young.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, February 2, 2020.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neil_Young#Experimental_years_(1980–1988).
5
“The Wall Street Journal.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, January 27, 2020.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Wall_Street_Journal.
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-

Why the line was kept: Due to the fact that all of the writers in this line are still very
famous to this day, it makes sense that their books would still be read by Reed and Elena,
especially in classes.

Reed, page 27: “…and if we find ourselves in a dark room on a beanbag chair with J.J. Cale
singing ‘Magnolia’… well then, hey, it’s beautiful.”
-

J.J. Cale’s “Magnolia”: an American guitarist, singer, and songwriter. Though he avoided
the limelight, his influence as a musical artist has been widely acknowledged by figures
such as Mark Knopfler, Neil Young and Eric Clapton, who described him as "one of the
most important artists in the history of rock". 6

-

Why the line was kept: This line of the play is the most iconic line of all time, and what
Shooting Star is known for. Besides that, J.J. Cale fits very well within Reed and Elena’s
music taste, so it was kept. Also, because both Young and Clapton are mentioned in the
show and he was famed by them, it would make sense to keep it as well.

Elena, page 30: “ – I riffed on about blues being ‘passed like a smoldering torch’ from Robert
Johnson to Eric Clapton – “
-

Johnson and Clapton: Two very famous blues artists in the late 1900s. Blues was just
becoming incredibly popular around this time, and the two would duet together and
Clapton often covered Johnson’s songs. Their music was also often played on radio
stations such as NPR. 7

-

Why the line was kept: Because these two artists are very big names in blues, there
actually haven’t been many other famous blues players since. Therefore, it made sense to
keep the current line.

Reed, page 30: “You quoted from Lester Bangs?! – No wonder Brad hired you.”
-

Lester Bangs: an American music journalist, critic, author, and musician. He wrote for
Creem and Rolling Stone magazines, and was known for his leading influence in rock
music criticism. The music critic Jim DeRogatis called him "America's greatest rock
critic". 8

6

“J. J. Cale.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, January 29, 2020. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._J._Cale.
“Eric Clapton Takes on Robert Johnson's Blues.” NPR. NPR, March 30, 2004.
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=1798862.
8
“Lester Bangs.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, January 31, 2020. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lester_Bangs.
7
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-

Why the line was kept: Similar to the line above, there has yet to be a music critic as
famous as Lester Bangs, so it make sense to keep the current line.

Elena, page 40: “Do you remember the Bing Crosby Christmas Specials? – On TV?”
-

Bing Crosby Christmas Specials: Movies such as White Christmas and Holiday Inn,
famous black and white movies that still play on the Hallmark Channel and ABC today.

-

Why the line was kept: the Christmas Specials continue to play every year, up until
present day, so it makes sense that Reed and Elena would have seen them.
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Prominent Locations in Shooting Star
Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport
The location I chose for the airport to be was the
Detroit Airport in Detroit, Michigan. Due to the
constant snow in the area, it would make sense
for an airport to shut down at this location. The
Wayne County Airport is also a prime location
for many connecting flights across the continental
United States. Detroit Metropolitan Airport
(DTW) is one of the world’s leading air transportation hubs with more than 1,100 flights per day
to and from four continents. DTW is operated by the Wayne County Airport Authority (WCAA),
which also operates nearby Willow Run Airport (YIP), an important corporate, cargo and general
aviation facility. WCAA drives economic activity. Its airports are not only responsible for
creating jobs, but also sustaining more than 86,000 jobs throughout the state.9
University of Wisconsin – Madison
The University of Wisconsin – Madison
is the location that Reed and Elena met
when they went to school. This school
still exists today, and their mascot is a
badger. UW-Madison describes itself as
“a catalyst for the extraordinary”. As a
public land-grant university and prolific
research institution, its students, staff, and faculty members partake in a world-class education
and solve real-world problems. 10

9

“About Us.” Wayne County Airport Authority, January 16, 2020. https://www.metroairport.com/about-us.
“About UW.” About UW–Madison - University of Wisconsin–Madison. Accessed January 29, 2020.
https://www.wisc.edu/about/.

10
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Austin, Texas
Austin, Texas is where Elena lives
and where Reed is trying to go for his
important business meeting. Elena has
been living there for 10 years. Austin
is the capital city of the U.S. state of
Texas, as well as the seat and largest
city of Travis County, with portions
extending into Hays and Williamson
counties. It is the 11th-most populous city in the United States, the fourth-most-populous city in
Texas, and the second-most-populous state capital city (after Phoenix, Arizona). It is also the
fastest growing large city in the United States and the southernmost state capital in the
contiguous United States.11
“The Old Part” of Boston, Massachusettes
The “old part” of Boston, Massachusettes is
where Reed and his family lives, and is where
Elena is trying to go to meet her daughter for the
first time. The old part of Boston referrs to North
End, Boston. The North End is a neighborhood
of Boston, Massachusetts, United States. It has
the distinction of being the city's oldest residential community, where people have continuously
inhabited since it was settled in the 1630s.12

11

“Austin, Texas.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, January 29, 2020.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austin,_Texas.
12
“North End, Boston.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, November 23, 2019.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_End,_Boston.
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Name Meanings in Shooting Star
Elena Carson
Elena: The name Elena is a Spanish Baby Names baby name. In Spanish, the meaning of the
name Elena is: “Shining light”, or “bright one”.13
Carson: Transferred use of the surname meaning “Carr's son.” The name Carr is from the Middle
English and Scottish car, carre (marsh, mossy place).14

Reed McAllister
Reed: Transferred use of the Middle English read, reade (red), which is from the Old English
read (red). It was nickname for someone which red hair or with a red, ruddy complexion.15
McAllister: McAllister is a surname from Scotland and Ireland that originates from the Gaelic
name Mac Alasdair, meaning son of Alasdair. 16

Beth Anne McAllister
Beth-Anne: Hebrew, a variant form of Bethany (Hebrew): possibly means "house of figs".17

Maggie “Baby Girl” Carson
Maggie: The name Maggie is a girl's name of English origin meaning "pearl". Maggie is a cute,
earthy short form that has been in style for several decades now.18

Kiersten McAllister
Kiersten: Kirsten is the Danish and Norwegian form of Christina from the Medieval Latin name
Christianus meaning “a Christian”. Ultimately, the Latin word for a Christian is derived from the
Greek Christos from “chrio” meaning “to anoint”.19

13

“Elena.” SheKnows, August 22, 2018. https://www.sheknows.com/baby-names/name/elena/.
“Carson Name Meaning & Origin.” Baby Name Wizard. Accessed January 29, 2020.
https://www.babynamewizard.com/baby-name/boy/carson.
15
“Reed Name Meaning & Origin.” Baby Name Wizard. Accessed January 29, 2020.
https://www.babynamewizard.com/baby-name/boy/reed.
16
“McAllister (Surname).” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, November 29, 2019.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McAllister_(surname).
17
“&Female; Bethanne.” Bethanne - Name Meaning, What does Bethanne mean? Accessed January 29, 2020.
http://www.thinkbabynames.com/meaning/0/Bethanne.
18
“Home.” Name Meaning, Popularity, and Similar Names. Accessed January 29, 2020.
https://nameberry.com/babyname/Maggie.
19
“Kiersten.” Oh Baby! Names. Accessed January 29, 2020. https://ohbabynames.com/all-baby-names/kiersten/.
14
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The Playwright: Steven Dietz
Steven Dietz (born June 23, 1958) is an
American playwright and theatre director.
Called "the most ubiquitous American
playwright whose name you may never have
heard", Dietz has long been one of America's
most prolific and widely produced playwrights.
“Shooting Star” could actually be considered
one of his lesser-known works, as several of his
plays have been seen Off-Broadway including
"Fiction", "Lonely Planet", "God's Country".
The vast majority of Dietz's plays are produced
in American regional theaters. 20
Born and raised in Denver, Colorado, Dietz
graduated in 1980 with a B.A. in Theatre Arts
from the University of Northern Colorado, after
which he moved to Minneapolis and began his
career as a director of new plays at The
Playwrights' Center and other local theaters.
During these years he also formed a small theatre company (Quicksilver Stage) and began to
write plays of his own. A commission from ACT Theatre to write "God's Country" brought him
to Seattle, Washington in 1988, and he lived and worked in Seattle from 1991 to 2006. In 2006
he accepted a professorship at the University of Texas at Austin. Since 2006, he and his family
have divided their time between Austin and Seattle.
Dietz is presently a theatre professor at The University of Texas at Austin. He teaches classes
such as Advanced Playwriting Workshop, Narrative Strategies: Time, Story-Making for the
Stage, and Collaboration. 21

20

“Steven Dietz.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, January 26, 2020. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steven_Dietz.
“Steven Dietz: Department of Theatre and Dance - The University of Texas at Austin.” College of Fine Arts University of Texas at Austin. Accessed January 29, 2020. https://theatredance.utexas.edu/people/dietz-steven.
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Character Analysis
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Character Analysis of Reed McAllister by Brandon Pendley
What does Reed carry in his bag and wallet? He carries. dress clothes, laptop & charger, reading
glasses and glass cleaning kit, business cards,
How does he organize his bag? Things he needs first goes in last.
What was his major? Business Major but probably a minor in some weird liberal arts study
Current Song for Reed: Me and My Dog by boygenius
1990s Song for Reed: Don't Look Back in Anger by Oasis
How did he meet Beth-Anne? I had just moved to Boston post-undergrad and started working at
General Electric in Boston as an intern at the same time as her. She got a job offer after the
internship was up, but I did not. I started work at Showcase Cinema on the corporate side of
things after the internship, and I didn't see her for years. Until one day, I went to visit a SC
branch for updates to the cashier system (this is when things we moving to be more digital), and
she was there trying to catch a viewing of There Will Be Blood. A chance meeting. 4 years of
dating later, we got married, had Kirsten a year later, and now we're here.
What song did he sing to Kirsten when she was a baby? One Love by Bob Marley
What constellation is Reed? Libra (The Scales; Balance)
What does his bedroom look like? I've been sleeping on the couch.
Super Objective? to balance (1/15/2020)
What is the first thought in his mind when he sees Lena?: "Oh great now this?"
Fav alcoholic drink? Rum & Cola, IPAs.
What was his wedding like? I wasn't very much involved in the process of my wedding.
What's running though his head during the fight (w/Beth Anne before the show and w/Elena
during the show)?
w/Beth Anne - I thought that we've moved past this.
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w/Elena - How can she think she has any clue what my life is like if she hasn't see me in 20
years?
What was his typical college outfit? Flannels, band shirts, ripped pants (jeans or corduroy), long
hair (maybe tied back for certain "fancy" events), "my one good suit"
What is his spirit animal and Patronus? snake and hummingbird
Top 3 Traits of Republicans that Reed would agree with and Bottom 3 Traits of Republicans that
Reed would disagree with: Top: Free Market, Personal & Employer-based healthcare, Guns.
Bottom: Their views on civil rights/LGBT issues, Military, Abortion.
Research on Favorite Authors:
Kerouac - Lonesome Traveler (collection).
Vonnegut - Slaughterhouse 5 (non-linear).
Wolfe - Electric Kool-Aid Acid Experiment (nonfiction)
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Reed McAllister Photo Morgue by Kenzie Bradley
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Spotify playlist created by Brandon Pendley that represents Reed
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Character Analysis of Elena Carson by Rachel Fernandes
What’s in her luggage: (messy), Scarves, Canvas paintings, Knitting kit, Something of reeds pajama pants, Recipe book, Seeds (illegally)
Wallet: Ziploc bag, Birth certificate, Money, So many coins, Concert tickets, Maybe a cassette or
2 and Tissues
Current song:, Mind mischief by tame impala (2012), Good luck by broken bells (2019)
90s song: Bullet with butterfly wings by smashing pumpkins
Major: Undecided
Toby story: They met at a McDonald’s and at first they really were just friends, but he had
feelings for her and she loved hearing his music so much that she was willing to try to be with
him. She left him when she got pregnant because she didn’t want to lose him the way she lost
reed because she always blames herself for aborting their baby. So she thought she was
protecting everyone involved and left.
Pregnancy story: Elena had a very difficult pregnancy, and she spent a lot of money trying out
different herbal remedies and even facing the enemy of western medicine to protect her baby.
She met Ginny in a support group at a local rec center. Ginny was dealing with her divorce at the
time and also needed company so she gave Elena shelter. The birth itself was fairly painless
because she had finally caught up on her good karma, but she knew that in order to guarantee
baby girl Carson a good life she made a deal with a wealthy family she worked part time as a
maid for that they could have the baby.
What song for Maggie: Cosmic love by Florence and the machine
Telling Reed about pregnancy: Reed was probably the one who noticed I missed a period. He
was there every moment of the process with Elena, as long as she wanted him there. The actual
realization probably happened with her just sitting on their bathroom floor, in one of his old
shirts and the pajama pants she keeps in her bag. It was the one day reed skipped class because
she needed him in that moment. They never had to discuss whether they were getting an
abortion, they both knew that was the only thing they could do. He never knew that she would
take walks in the middle of the night for weeks after the surgery so that she wouldn’t wake him
up with her crying.
Constellation: Circinus (compass)
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What does her house look like: She shares a house with 5 other people, men and women
included. Most of which are people similar to her but all have day jobs they hate. She sleeps on a
day bed because bigger beds remind her that she’s lonely. She has 15 pillows and too many
blankets scattered around to count, all of which came from her traveling days or are made by her
friends.
Nightstand: The nightstand itself is actually just a stack old (mostly unused) textbooks, Messy, a
lamp that her friend made, probably condoms, a broken glass that she hasn’t had time to deal
with
Super objective: To lease
What’s going through Elena’s mind when she sees Reed: I think it probably felt like the first time
she ever saw him, when she fell in love with him. I’m sure Elena was the one who made the first
move so she felt just as giddy and overwhelmed as then. But that was immediately followed up
by the guilt and sadness of remembering everything they went through and that it ended so
poorly.
Favorite cocktail: Liquid marijuana
Special jewelry: She secretly wears one of her mother’s necklaces that she stole as a teenager
even though she hates her. Before she decided to give up Maggie, she bought her a ring she was
going to give her when she was older so now she keeps it on an old chain and she plans on
giving it to her in Boston.
When she decided to keep baby girl Carson’s birth certificate in wallet: She almost didn’t keep
the birth certificate because she thought it would make her sad but then she realized she’d rather
remember her baby and think about how good her baby’s life is.
What’s happening during that fight in her head: She’s jealous that Beth-Anne has had years of
arguing with him, and it’s not fair that he’s giving up on the woman he’s dedicated so many
fights to.
Typical college outfit: Everything is thrifted, Jeans are reserved for special occasions, Crop tops
and flowy pants with stacked necklaces and Jesus sandals
Who does Elena remind you of: Amy Pinney
Spirit animal and Patronus: Butterfly, Little owl
Favorite books from favorite authors: The Feminine Mystique - Betty Friedan, 36 Poem - Rod
McKuen, The Art of Dreaming - Carlos Castaneda
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Elena Carson Photo Morgue by Kenzie Bradley
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Spotify playlist by Rachel Fernandes that represents Elena
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Character Analysis of Announcement Voice by Julia Whitten
The announcer’s name is Constance Avery Dreyers – she is 28 years old. She weighs 120 pounds
and is 5’8”. She has natural red hair and blue eyes. She has pale skin with freckles. Her left leg is
amputated at the knee, and she has celiac disease. Due to a spinal infection as a child, Constance
had her left leg amputated. As a child, she often missed school due to GI issues, but once she
went gluten free, it got at lot better. She wears comfortable, professional clothing, and typically
wears a scarf to work, because despite living in Detroit all her life, she simply isn’t used to the
cold.
Constance’s temperament could be described as oddly patient and understanding. She is the mom
friend of her friend group. She likes being with people that she believes to be more energetic
than she is. In actuality, she has plenty of energy and spice, but she will always compare herself
to those that she is around. She will always wear Bath and Body Works sweet pea perfume, and
hates the smell of cinnamon.
She lives in an apartment with three other roommates on the outskirts of Detroit. She met Penny
in college, Leo is Penny’s younger cousin, and they found Carol-Ann on a Facebook marketplace
ad. Candance’s father was a dentist, so she grew up upper middle class. This helped when she
was sick so much as a kid. She hates wearing her prosthetic. She is the youngest of four very
active brothers, and she has the childhood memory of them always leaving her behind when they
went outside to play. However, this fueled her dedication to be able to be very athletic even
without the use of her prosthesis. Her innate desire to be better than what people expect of her.
She is stubborn, dedicated, and passionate. Above all else, she believes in the presence of an
innate energy from earth.
Whenever Constance get bored watching travelers at work, she imagines what they’re up to and
create wild soap-opera-esque stories to go with their appearances. She has a 1000-yard stare and
often just stares into space. Constance sees the big picture. She easily sees people and their
relationships for how they really are. She is incredibly socially intelligent, but she would never
admit that to anyone!
Her leading center is her shoulders. Her super-objective in the play is to preserve. She believes
that other people think she is annoying and terse, she sees herself as an annoying homebody.
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Textual Analysis with Beats
and Objectives
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Textual Analysis of Shooting Star
The most interesting thing about Shooting Star is that the show’s beats are really already
set forth, clearly, by the playwright. Dietz breaks the beats of the play into the “times” that he
lists at the top of each new beat, and they will change pretty rapidly. Each scene that starts after
the stamp happens in real time, or otherwise stated by the actors in their monologues. Many
times the actors will speak directly to the audience, explaining the events that the audience won’t
see portrayed such as Reed and Elena going to the bar and getting drunk, etc. This allows for the
set not to be overly complicated or allow for incredible set changes. Dietz’s reasoning is clear –
he just wants the audience to be focused on the actors and not so much the elaborate set
provided. I’ve considered the show to be a surrealist play, because time is handled very carefully,
and is very dependent on what conversations need to be seen by the audience. It’s clear in the
way that Reed and Elena talk through what the audience sees that the conversations that we see
are carefully selected from the story of their lives.
Shooting Star has both a false climax and a real climax. I believe that the false climax is
when they’re fighting and yelling at each other (which also includes a bunch of false exits) but
that the real climax is at the end when Elena and Reed talk about how the open relationship was
a lie and that they wonder what would have just happened if they stayed together. Their dialogue
before the kiss is what I consider the climax of the play, which is why I spent so much time
shaping the dramatic action of this part.
The next 40 pages of the capstone book contains the script with my blocking and
objectives for each beat of the play. The beats will be clearly labeled with the objectives written
below each beat. The blocking of the show will be written in pencil on the sides.
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Paperwork
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Audition Paperwork
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Shooting Star and A Serious Person: Actor Information Sheet
General Information
Name: ________________________________________
Height: _________
Preferred Pronouns: ________________

Hair Color: _____________________

GPA (2.5 or above?): ___________
Year: _______________________

Contact Information
Phone Number: _____________________

Email: _________________________________

Preferred Method of Communication: _________________________________
Major: ________________________________

Minor: _________________________________

Is there a show or a role you prefer? If so, which? (Please understand that, in an academic
environment, you will be expected to take the role the directing staff thinks you are best
suited for.)

Are you comfortable with strong language and swearing? Yes ___ No ___
Are you comfortable with making out/taking outer clothes off onstage? Note: There will be
NO partial or full nudity in either show. Yes ___ No ___
Are you comfortable with changing your appearance for these shows (i.e., cutting or dying
hair)? Yes ___ No ___
Please check if you will be attending the following conventions:
_______ KCACTF (February 4-8th)
_______ SETC (February 26th – March 1st)
_______ ThesCon (February 7-9th)
List relevant skills and training (i.e. theatre experience, singing experience, etc.):

Please put any conflicts you might have during the rehearsal period (weddings,
fraternity/sorority events, working on another show, etc.):
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Please check one below:
I am auditioning for practice only and can’t be in the shows. __________________
I am auditioning to be in either show. ________________
Please write down your schedule for the Spring 2020 semester in the following chart. If you
are unavailable during a certain time, mark the boxes with an “XXX” or something similar.
Time
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
8:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 AM
12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:30 PM
10:00 PM
10:30 PM
11:00 PM
11:30 PM
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Shooting Star Cast List
Thank you to all who auditioned and came to callbacks! You all are astonishing!
We were floored by the amount of talent we saw and you made this decision very
hard for all of us.

Reed McAllister: Brandon Pendley
Elena Carson: Rachel Fernandes

Please initial by your name to accept your role.
Please pick up a script from Keeli’s office (room 205) as soon as you
can.
Our first read-through will be Thursday, January 9th from 6-9pm in
the Campus Black Box Theatre.
Please contact Cathleen O’Neal at (804) 397-5048 or at
cathleen.oneal@gcsu.edu to schedule a costume fitting as soon as
possible.

Kenzie Bradley, Director
Natalie Cook, Stage Manager
Rosie McLure, Assistant Stage Manager
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Rehearsal Schedules
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Shooting Star Director’s Rehearsal Schedule
1/8/2020 – Auditions
1/9/2020 – Callbacks
1/9/2020 – Read through 1: no updated references/ages
1/10/2020 – Read through 2: with references and age updates
1/13/2020 – Blocking pages 11-22
1/14/2020 – Blocking pages 22-32
1/15/2020 – Blocking pages 32-40
1/16/2020 – Blocking pages 40-50, stumble through of full show
1/17/2020 – Cast attends 24 Hour Plays Auditions
1/20/2020 – No rehearsal, MLK Day
1/21/2020 – Tablework dinner 1 at Kuroshima
1/22/2020 – Cast sees Pascale Armand Solo Show
1/23/2020 – Intimacy Coaching w/ Eric Griffis
1/24/2020 – Full run with updated blocking and new ground plan
1/27/2020 – Working pages 11-22
1/28/2020 – Rehearsal with Rachel only (Brandon sick), character work
1/29/2020 – Rehearsal with Rachel only (Brandon sick), monologue work
1/30/2020 – Cancelled due to cast illness
1/31/2020 – Tablework dinner 2 at Buffalo Wild Wings
2/3/2020 – Refresher through pages 11-22, design run at 7:30pm
2/4/2020 – Working pages 22-32
2/5/2020 – Working pages 32-40
2/6/2020 – Working pages 40-50
2/7/2020 – Go take promotional photos at Herty, trouble spot work
2/10/2020 – OFF BOOK DATE, Stumble through without scripts
2/11/2020 – Jason Kaiser appearance, full run
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2/12/2020 – Work through pages 11-33 without scripts
2/13/2020 – Work through pages 33-50 without scripts
2/14/2020 – Line throughs (x2)
2/17/2020 – Full run with notes
2/18/2020 – Full run with notes
2/19/2020 – Cast and management ushering for opening night of Heathers
2/20/2020 – Full run with notes
2/21/2020 – No rehearsal
2/24/2020 – Light hang and focus during rehearsal
2/25/2020 – Full run with notes – Julia present
2/26/2020 THROUGH 2/28/2020 – At SETC, short rehearsals in hotel room
3/2/2020 – Full run (twice)
3/3/2020 – Full run (twice) – Karen present
3/4/2020 – Full run (twice) – Amy present
3/5/2020 – Full run (twice)
3/6/2020 – Q2Q during rehearsal
3/7/2020 – Tech
3/8/2020 – Dress rehearsal, cast ushers Vagina Monologues at night
3/9/2020 – Invited dress @ 7:30PM
3/10/2020 – Show opens @ 7:30PM
3/11/2020 – Show @ 7:30PM
3/12/2020 – Show @ 7:30PM, with strike immediately after
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Rehearsal Schedule by Natalie Cook
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Rehearsal Reports by Natalie Cook
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Access database of rehearsal reports for Shooting Star here.
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Intimacy Coaching Paperwork
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Production Meeting Reports by Natalie Cook
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Access database of production meeting reports for Shooting Star here.
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Performance Reports by Natalie Cook
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Access database of performance reports for Shooting Star here.
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Important Emails
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Karen Berman emailing me to let me know I have received the directing capstone.

Karen confirming that I will have the spring slot for Shooting Star.

Karen giving me my first feedback on my draft of my concept sheet over the summer.
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Set designer Laura Swarner’s response to my concept sheet and our first meeting in December.

Stage Manager Natalie Cook’s first email on our production meeting time.

Technical Director Jesse Wade approving our updated load-in date and time.
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Production Manager Beate Czogalla approving 3 new crew members.

Natalie sending out an email cancelling the design run due to actor illness.

Natalie sending out a new email with the revised design run time.
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Karen sending out an email to the team after we lost access to the Herty Hall chairs.

Karen sending out the first draft of the playbill for my approval.

Karen sending an email to the mass communications students, Evan and Vanessa, about helping with the PR for
Shooting Star.

Karen congratulating me after seeing a run of the show as well as correcting the pronunciation of “Dietz” in the
house manager speech.
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Molly Layne of The Colonnade asking me if we could set up an interview for an article on Shooting Star.

Natalie sending out an email with the tech information needed for tech weekend.

Natalie sending the information needed for strike on March 12th, 2020.
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Journals
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March 11th, 2019
I have decided to start my journals today because I was just notified at 12:55pm that I received
my dream capstone of directing a full-length play in the Campus Black Box Theatre! I am so
thrilled – I started crying in the middle of Jesse’s shop class for Intro to Design. I will be
directing Shooting Star by Steven Dietz. It’s a 90-minute play of two characters. I chose this play
because it was the first one I read in my collegiate career when I started at Central Michigan
University in 2016, and I immediately fell in love with it – I told myself I would direct it one
day. Now I have the chance.
Update from January 9th, 2020 to this journal entry: I have just realized that when I started these
journals, the day I found out that I got the capstone (March 11th, 2019) is actually in the middle
of the run 1 year later (March 11th, 2020)!
March 13th, 2019
Today I had my first meeting with Karen about Shooting Star. We discussed the concept
worksheet, which I am already familiar with from Directing II. She explained to me how the
mentorship works, and we talked about my preference of semester and details about designers
and picking stage managers. We also talked about how we will communicate over the summer
and when the Concept Sheet should be due. I went home and immediately started on the concept
sheet. I also read the play again today (this is the third time since I decided upon the show, ninth
time overall).
April 25th, 2019
I had another meeting with Karen today, and I got confirmed dates! Shooting Star is now
officially in the spring, with auditions on January 7th, 2020 and the show from March 10th-12th,
2020. I was so thrilled to get official dates! I am still working through my concept sheet but due
to finals coming up and other things that need finishing I have taken a break until the summer
months to continue – I want to get my first draft done with a clear head and a lot of stress off of
me.
May 8th, 2019
I got a head start on my concept sheet today – I got a huge burst of energy and passion for the
show and decided there was no time like the present to get started. I finished my concept image
board and I’m really proud of it.
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June 1st, 2019
Today I have started to work on my concept sheet again. I have read through Shooting Star once
more and I have decided to make some changes to the show – I will be making the two main
characters younger, from late-forties to mid-thirties, as well as updating the play to the current
time (2020 at the time of the show). I have done this because I find it crucial to the themes of the
play I am trying to convey as well as practical reasons such as the age of the actors that will be
cast and the ease of getting more up-to-date props and having the actors use their own
technology such as phones and laptops. I have also decided the location of the set, since it is in a
vague airport and I wanted it to be specific. I have decided it will be in the Detroit airport, one of
the more likely culprits to have an airport shut down for a snow storm and a slight nod to my first
college, Central Michigan, where I learned about the play and fell in love with it.
June 17th, 2019
I just came back from a vacation from San Francisco where I read the play four more times on
the plane rides (ninth since decision, fifteenth overall for those keeping score at home). I am
nearly finished with my capstone sheet and I plan on sending it to Karen within the next week in
the hopes of feedback soon.
July 13th, 2019
This is admittedly slightly awkward to write about, but it is important enough that I find it
necessary to include in this journal of my show’s progress. Today I had the first very serious
breakup in my life. It was incredibly heartbreaking and completely out of the blue – I will leave
out all of the nitty gritty details, but the main reason why I find it so important to mention is
because this really changed a lot for my concept and my personal connection to this play.
Originally, my personal connection wasn’t as strong as I had hoped, but now that I have an
incredibly personal experience that I can relate to with this play and something that I can wonder
about for my own future.
August 15th, 2019
Today I saw my show on the GCSU Theatre poster and I got really excited!
September 16th, 2019
While I was at Shipwrecked rehearsal today, I started to realize how much I would love to have
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our ASM Natalie Cook as the stage manager. She is incredibly organized and dedicated and
really gives her all towards shows. I know that she has had previous SM experience as well as
plans on being the shadow for Nutcracker so she is getting her training from the absolute best
(Sherita and Julia). I plan on asking Bea to see if she is comfortable with having her stage
manage next semester. Fingers crossed she says yes!
October 14th, 2019
I have a stage manager, and it’s the best person I could possibly hope for – Natalie Cook! We
met through Shipwrecked, the show I was in a few weeks ago and I really loved her ASM style,
so I asked Bea if I could recruit her and she said yes.
October 28th, 2019
I am talking to Isaac and Bea about the possibility of Laura Swarner being my set designer. I
have been impressed with her work on Ballet Russes and I really want her to join the SS team.
November 27th, 2019
Today I had my first capstone meeting with Karen about the show. We plan on having them
weekly from now on. I got some great feedback on the show! I have decided to focus on three
main styles: realistic, symbolism, and surrealistic. I know the last two sound a bit funny together
but because of the way that these two characters step out from the scene and talk to the audience
really help make the piece a bit more surreal. We also spoke about the possibility of adding a
clock and how to add a clock, since I need one that jumps different times. I’m hoping to maybe
talk to my set designer about projections or maybe a screen onstage. We also spoke a great deal
about one of the concepts for my play – “Starry Night” by Van Gogh. I actually decided that I
would like to expand a lot more on this concept, and I want to ask my designer if we can paint
the floor of the airport to look like “Starry Night”.
November 28th, 2019
Today is Thanksgiving and there’s no better way to celebrate than to make the audition
paperwork for the spring auditions! I got in touch with Iona and we plan to meet next week but I
wanted to have preliminary drafts of the paperwork to show her so we don’t have to do much
work.
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December 2nd, 2019
I have just made more edits to my concept sheet tonight, especially with regards to “Starry
Night” and how I want that incorporated into the show. I plan on showing them to Karen on
Wednesday for our meeting. I also have a meeting with Isaac tomorrow to discuss the possibility
of having Laura be set designer for my show.
December 3rd, 2019
Just met with Isaac who confirmed Laura as my set designer. I passed it onto Bea, who made it
official! Laura and I have decided to set up a meeting for next week so we can talk about my
concept and she can get started on ideas. I’ve also been in communication with my wonderful
stage manager Natalie so she can make a little poster for the auditions next semester – I want it
up before finals are over so people have the information they need. I’m also planning to set up a
meeting with Iona so that we can talk out audition logistics before the poster is sent out. I am
incredibly happy!
December 4th, 2019
Had another capstone meeting with Karen today – she approved all my audition paperwork. We
spent a lot of time talking about how my concept is a bit too fragmented and how all the different
pieces, unless they are not strung together in a clear and coherent way, are going to confuse my
designers. We talked about how the metaphor is going to be “Starry Night”, but that it has to
connect well with my theme, compelling personal connection, and everything else so that my
designers know what to plan. I am going to work through it again and submit it to her this week
after my stress of finals dies down. I also scheduled my first meeting with Laura for next
Thursday, where I will share my concept with her and we will talk about what I want the set to
look like.
December 12th, 2019
I had my first meeting with Laura today – we went over my concept, which she very much liked
and felt that she had a lot of exciting ideas to work with. We discussed some of the ideas that I
had for the set, one of which being how I wanted to paint the floor to look like an airport but then
have it kind of fade out into the wisps and stars of Van Gogh’s “Starry Night” painting. We also
talked about how the seats in Herty Hall look a lot like airport seating and she told me she would
take a look at them to see if she could maybe use a part of it for the show. I also passed along to
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her my concept board and she told me that she would get me floor plans by the end of break so I
would have something to work with for blocking. It was an incredibly productive meeting and
I’m so honored to have her as one of my designers.
December 16th, 2019
I just got home to Chicago for break and spent quite a great deal of time in the HartsfieldJackson airport in Atlanta and the Midway airport in Chicago. It inspired me a bit to get a bit
more work done for the show. I sent out a few emails to Natalie and Laura with some
information they requested as well as making a few more edits to my concept worksheet for
clarity. This break, I plan on solidifying my concept sheet and making it as clear and concise as
possible for my designers and myself as well as starting to roughly map out blocking as soon as I
get the floorplan from Laura. I also want to copy and scan the sides for callbacks to Natalie so
that we can have them prepped before school starts back in January. Very enthused to start
preparing for auditions.
December 30th, 2019
I haven’t been able to write much because I’ve been in Michigan and Ohio for winter break –
many of my family members are planning to see the show and I am very shocked about that! I
have gotten a bunch done for auditions next week. I have been in communication with Callie to
figure out the details for auditions and callbacks, as well as working with Natalie on getting the
Facebook event made, production meetings planned, Google calendar made, and more. I also
have picked the cold reads for the callbacks as well as the monologues for students who may not
have one memorized for next week. I have also been in communication with Laura, and she’s
been sharing research images with me for her floorplan. I’m very anxious to get it so that I can
start blocking. Julia Whitten has also gotten started on the poster for the show as well. While we
have a few days left of break, I plan to add my final fixes to my concept sheet, create my director
prompt book, and get in the audition mindset. I am also going to use my mother’s rain stick for
the one used in the show – in my head I only envision my mom's, so I asked her permission and
now I get to bring it back. It’ll be interesting to bring it on a flight, but I suppose I’ll feel quite a
bit like Elena Carson herself!
January 1st, 2020
It is now the year of Shooting Star and I’m beyond thrilled! Laura was emailing me today and we
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were talking about the clock that is used in the show. She thinks she may have found a way to
manipulate the time of an analog clock so that we might actually get to use that in the show, and
if we do, I would be so happy. I was also doing research into the characters names and
discovered that the name Elena means “bright light” or “shining light” in Spanish and that fits
perfectly with my concept and the theme of the play – I got so incredibly excited.
January 6th, 2020
Today is the first day back for classes and I have been having so many discussions about SS. I
had a conference with Julia Whitten about the poster design and her thoughts so far – she is using
my concept and the idea of long exposure pictures because they look like stars and airplane
trackers. She plans on getting me a first draft by next Monday. I also met with Natalie to go over
all final audition details – we are doing everything hardcopy and planned out a step-by-step
program to make sure auditions run smoothly. I also met with Laura, where I got to look at some
of her rough sketches of floorplans for the show and her ideas are absolutely remarkable. We are
really running with the blues and grays that are used in the Detroit Airport and she has found a
way to make an analog clockwork onstage as well, so I am incredibly enthusiastic about the
possibility of having one onstage. I went home with all the sides and was able to mark them all
so that they’re clear and readable for where the actors can start and stop. Overall, I think we are
incredibly prepared for auditions tomorrow! I am very happy and I feel very well prepped to
begin this process.
January 7th, 2020
Auditions were an incredible success today – Iona and I had far more people than I expected, a
total of 27! I was worried that we might have less because I know there was a lot of concern
about only 4 roles being offered. In total, I called back 12 people- 6 men and 6 women. This was
initially a lot more than I predicted, as I had planned on calling back only 8-10, but there was a
lot more talent and I was very impressed with everyone’s pieces. The audition process ran quite
smoothly because Natalie, Rosie and I were very prepared. We didn’t run out of anything or have
any major concerns. Both Natalie and I spoke to Callie Langston and Julia Whitten about
auditions so that we would make sure not to forget anything and ensure that the process would
go with no major hitches. I knew immediately after auditions were over who I had planned on
calling back, and I made SURE to go through everyone’s conflicts because I didn’t want to call
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someone back who had a lot of time concerns that I couldn’t work around. I am incredibly
confident with my callback choices and cannot wait to have them tomorrow.
I am bringing 8 sides for cold reading as well as a short improv exercise involving Elena giving
the rain stick to Reed. I only have 2 hours, and I am going to make the most of them. I prepared
3 rounds of cold reads for the first hour, and I have already prepared the pairings. After those
rounds, I’m going to give people the opportunity to pick their own side and their own partner to
read from, in case they didn’t feel like they had the opportunity to show what they wanted to
show. After that, I will be doing cuts (and I plan on going from 12 people to 6 people). For the
final hour, I will bring out a new set of sides for actors to read. I will do 2 rounds of cold reads
followed by the improv exercise. I’m interested to see how accurately I stick to this plan.
January 8th, 2020
Callbacks ran so wonderfully today. I was able to fit in every single one of the cold read rounds
as well as more improvisations than I hoped! We did 2 rounds that I had previously decided, then
I let the actors choose their own side and their own character to read because as an actor I know
that sometimes I want to pick the side and the person so that I have my opportunity to shine. I
wanted them to have the opportunity to do so. After that, we did improvisations with the rains
stick and then I gave everyone a break while I decided who to let go. Then I brought them back
in and cut 6 people. Following that, I did 2 more rounds of cold reads and a bit more
improvisations before releasing all of them. I did all of them before my 2 hour limit, too. After
that, I knew who I wanted to cast as Reed but I was stuck between two girls for Elena. Julia
invited me to the Heathers rehearsal where I could sit and clear my thoughts a bit. After
spending some time there, I made my final decision and created my list with Natalie and Iona. I
also helped Iona cast her shows for the Arts & Letters Play. After releasing the list, about 15
minutes later I got a call from Rachel who was very honored and was crying! She was also with
Brandon who was also crying. It was a very tender moment and I am so excited for tomorrow
when we start doing our first read through!
January 9th, 2020
Today we had the first read-through with Brandon and Rachel, and it was absolutely fantastic. I
gave them a bunch of information before the meeting about my concept, and we had an awesome
discussion about the music and how much it means to the characters and what they liked to listen
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to. I also told them about how we’re pushing the show to 2020 and making them in their midthirties. Tonight’s read through was just reading the text without any of the updated references
yet, but tomorrow we’re doing a read-through with all the updated references. I am super anxious
to get started blocking with this crew! They are already so dedicated and ready to start this show.
It’s really thrilling to have a group of people who are as passionate about the play as I am.
January 10th, 2020
We had our second read-through today, where I made all of the edits to make the story a bit more
modern while keeping the characters young. We predicted that both Elena and Reed were in
college from the general time period of 1997-2001, so I had to update a lot of the ages mentioned
of their children and make some of the music references newer. With the help of my parents
(thanks mom and dad!) I was able to find bands and artists that had the exact same type of music
that was mentioned in the script, but just a bit older and something more of the younger audience
that was going to see it could understand. I also made them a playlist of all the artists and all the
songs that are mentioned in the script.
One of the things that I like to do for character work as a director is to give them homework
every night about their characters. Since it was the weekend I gave them a bit more. I asked them
both to create a list of what Reed and Elena would have in their suitcases at the airport, as well as
what else they have in their wallets besides what is mentioned. I asked them to decide on their
college majors and if they both graduated from UW-Madison. I also asked if they carried any
specific jewelry- if Reed wore his wedding band, if Elena had a special necklace, etc. Finally, I
asked them to pick their characters favorite 90s song and their favorite current song. They’re
going to report back to me on Monday before we block. Both of them are also creating their own
playlists for their characters as well, because they feel really inspired.
January 12th. 2020
I blocked the first 20 pages of the show today in my room at home. It’s a bit difficult right now
because we’re still waiting on the final set, so I’m focusing specifically around the chairs which
we KNOW will be on the set. I walked Julia Whitten through it to make sure it really made
sense, and she helped me a bit by giving me a few tweaks.
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January 13th, 2020
I had my first meeting with Bea today. We talked about the issue of having phones onstage, as I
really want Brandon to have his own phone onstage so that a backstage hand can call it when his
wife would call him. I am a firm believer of having as much onstage sound as possible because I
worry that not having it can sometimes pull the audience out of the performance. Bea and I
discussed those concerns but I believe we found a proper way to make it work out. We also
talked about what design members we need left, which is just a hair/makeup person and a
wardrobe supervisor, which we will hopefully get at the tech fair tomorrow! We also talked
about load-in, which has been a big issue since it falls on SETC weekend and my cast and I plan
on going to that event. We think we have found a solution that involves loading in on a Monday
when everyone can attend to help load in the set during the day, and then we cancel the next 2
night rehearsals to help paint the floor. Laura
has approved it, and we’re just waiting on our
technical director Jesse Wade’s final approval.
We also started blocking tonight, we blocked
pages 11-22 out of 50. My plan is to have
initial blocking by the end of the week. It was
an incredible success as the beginning is the

Rehearsal image from our very first rehearsal.

hardest part movement-wise because they have to hide from each other on a very clear open
stage. We blocked the pages, and then ran it again 2 more times to make little fixes and make
sure that everything is set in their minds. I also recorded it (with their permission) so that we
could look at it by the time the show starts and show the progress. Both of my actors take
direction INCREDIBLY well (which makes sense, they’re seniors), but they already have such
great chemistry and they dealt with my horrible croaky voice today (because I am a little sick). I
also gave them more character homework. Brandon has to determine the story of Beth-Anne
(Reed’s wife) and how they met, how he proposed, and his relationship with Kiersten (their
daughter). Rachel has to explain her relationship with her rebound from Reed, Tony, and how
she tells him when he gets her pregnant.
The cast is bonding really well. It’s clear that the initial awkwardness of a cast is starting to fade
away as they get closer together. We all also changed our lock screens to “Starry Night”!
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January 14th, 2020
We had another incredibly successful blocking rehearsal today and good news, the show is now
half-blocked! We are on page 32 of 50, so we are nearly there. I am very proud of my actors and
their incredible focus. We get things done so well and efficiently because they are 100%
invested, just as much as I am, and they are so very passionate about their characters. Sometimes
during the day they’ll just come up to me and tell me a new discovery they found about Reed or
Elena and they come to rehearsals with new character work every night. I’m really happy to get
to work with such an impressive team of folks. I spoke with Karen today about an intimacy
coach and she told me to contact Eric and Amy to see if they might know someone who I can
reach out to. I’ll be emailing them tonight.
January 15th, 2020
Today we blocked pages 32-42, and we are about 8 pages away from being entirely blocked. It
went very smoothly however this was the section of the blocking that I have the most struggles
with – because it’s the biggest fight, and I want to make sure the fight stays interesting during the
entire show. We blocked it, but I think it’s something that I’ll be revisiting later to work on more
with them. I also had my weekly capstone meeting with Karen today, where I updated her on
how well the process was going. We determined that I would reach out to Eric about being the
shows intimacy coach.
January 16th, 2020
We finished blocking the show today – woohoo! It looks very good for the first week of
rehearsals being over. We won’t be meeting again until Tuesday because of the 24 Hour Plays
tomorrow and MLK Day on Monday. On Tuesday, I’m taking them out to Kuroshima for our
first tablework dinner. We’re meeting at 6:30pm. I plan on talking with them about Reed and
Elena’s breakup, what happened, and what their college life was like. I want them to get a really,
really deep understanding of their relationship and what exactly went down so they can look at it
with a deep level of nostalgia in the show. We also confirmed Eric as our intimacy coach – I will
be meeting with him tomorrow to talk about what needs to be done.
January 17th, 2020
Today the production team had our first meeting, and I also had a meeting with Eric about
intimacy coaching. The production meeting was admittedly a bit rough – because Natalie (my
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angel) is still so new as a stage manager, she didn’t know how to run a production meeting.
Though I know as a director it is not my job to run a production meeting, I could clearly tell she
was struggling and had no idea what to do, so I took over the meeting a bit in an attempt to not
make her feel embarrassed or leave her floundering. We discussed lighting, sound, and the
design run at the meeting. Next week we will also be having design presentations for Grace and
Fran, who are doing costumes and lights/sound (respectively). I also got to see ground plans
from Laura and we got our first glance at the floor, which is incredibly exciting. Laura is doing
such an amazing job and I am really and truly honored that I get to work with someone as
talented as her. After the meeting, Bea briefly met with me, Natalie and Rosie to discuss the
process of production meetings. Bea warned me against taking control of a meeting again, stating
that it is my job to support Natalie during the production meetings and not bulldoze over her.
While I personally thought that I was supporting her by trying to ask the questions I had and
make sure that she wasn’t embarrassed, I understand why Bea had that communication with us
and I will be taking active steps to make sure that this doesn’t happen again. I know Bea has
planned a meeting with Natalie to go over production meeting concerns, but I have also enlisted
Julia Whitten to give her a brief overview as well since Julia has had so much experience with it
and I feel like she would be a great help.
I also had the opportunity to meet with Eric to go over our plan for the intimacy coaching, which
we scheduled for next Thursday (1/23). He explained to me about who we allow in the room
(there should be the actors, the coach, the director and a witness who will be Natalie), the
exercises that are done in advance to help make the actors more comfortable, and how the
blocking process will work. I feel a lot more comfortable having him do this coaching for us, and
I’m interested to learn more about the coaching process when we work.
January 20th, 2020
Today I bought all the gifts for the production team, SM team, and the cast. For the production
team I bought them all “Starry Night” socks, since they’re all so familiar with my concept and
it’s cold outside right now! For the SM team, I also bought Rosie the socks, but I bought Natalie
a “Starry Night” pin, since she is a collector of pins and she knew my concept the longest. For
Rachel & Brandon, I bought them “Starry Night” rings that match and adjust to fit sizes. I
thought that since they were already such close friends I thought it might be perfect to get them
that. For Julia, since she worked not one but three positions on this show (poster designer, house
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manager, announcement voice) I bought her a simple “Starry Night” necklace. They are also all
going to get personalized thank you notes from me as well. I believe showing my gratitude to all
the people who helped make this happen is really important to me, especially in the form of a
small gift.
January 21st, 2020
We had our first tablework dinner today at Kuroshima (we’re having 2 total). I brought everyone
little “wellness” packs that I made, which included hand sanitizer and Emergen-C in it in case
anyone gets sick. Earlier in the day I began drafting a few of the questions that I had planned on
asking them today, specifically regarding the breakup that they had back in the early 2000s. That
was the main focus of our dinner. They decided that Reed probably instigated the breakup, and
that Elena kind of shut down and accepted it. We talked about their leading centers, where
Brandon decided that his was his shoulders and Rachel’s are her hips. I asked them which person
their character reminded them of, and Brandon said Ted Danson (of The Good Place), and
Rachel said Amy Pinney (haha!). We had great talks about what their characters thought of each
other and about their childhood homes as well. Overall, it was incredibly successful and they felt
like they had a greater understanding of their characters.
January 22nd, 2020
We did not rehearse today so that my actors could see the Pascale Armand show. Our initial plan
was to rehearse from 8-9pm, but we were informed that the show actually runs 2 hours so it
would not be done until 8:30pm. For that reason, I decided to cancel rehearsal so that my actors
could go home and prepare for our intimacy coaching on Thursday. I know my actors are a bit
nervous about this, so I’d rather let them have the evening off so that they can have a clear mind
for the rehearsal.
January 23rd, 2020
We had intimacy coaching today with Eric, and it went incredibly well! We started rehearsal
with a game where we all stood in a circle and had to give consent to take each other’s spots.
Then, Eric sat all of us down and explained to us the rules of consent, which I have attached in
my paperwork section of this capstone book. We then played another game where we had to give
consent to touch each other’s shoulders, arms, hands, etc. We did this for a while before we
started blocking the kissing scene. Initially, it was incredibly awkward and so we spent several
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moments working the scene and making the actors more comfortable with touching each other.
Eric provided incredibly helpful advice to help make the process smoother, and the more we
rehearsed it the better it ultimately got. We tried multiple different methods and finally got the
moment down so that it was well choreographed and the actors were comfortable. Overall, the
process took about three hours. After Eric left, I sat down with the actors and we spoke about
their characters. For their homework from Tuesday, I had them all look up the origin of their last
names and the names of their children. Rachel found out that Carson meant “from a swamp” but
that her character’s daughters name, “Maggie” meant pearl. Rachel connected these two by
saying that Maggie was born from a swamp (Elena’s life), and took years to be polished and
become the most beautiful thing she had ever known. Brandon found out that Reed’s daughters
name, “Kiersten” means Christian, which he interpreted to mean that Reed named her Kiersten
because she was the most pure and genuine thing in Reed’s life. Their homework tonight is to
figure out their character’s spirit animal and to take a Buzzfeed quiz to determine what their
characters Harry Potter Patronus is.
January 24th, 2020
Today we had an incredibly valuable production meeting. I think I did a lot better job stepping
back and not trying to run the meeting this time, and Natalie did an amazing job running it. We
saw a presentation from Fran about her ideas for the lights, and she talked about the possibility of
us getting glass gobos for the show. She spoke to Karen, who is letting her get three. We also got
to speak to Grace, who is starting to put together renderings and has a lot of ideas about the
costumes. We spoke about likely changing the colors of Reed’s tie, as well as making sure that
Elena’s style is conveyed clearly through her clothing and the updated time change that we’ve
created. I shared the playlists that the actors created of their characters with all the designers who
asked for it. Afterwards, I had a brief meeting with Laura about the floorplan and she decided to
come to rehearsal tonight to help us tape the floor. I also set up meetings with Fran (to help
decide the glass gobos we want to get) and Claire (because she is now makeup designer and she
wants to meet with me).
For rehearsal today, we did a full run with updated blocking now that we have the ground plan
taped out. Laura joined rehearsal, and thoroughly enjoyed the performance. We spoke for a few
minutes afterwards about a few concerns she had, but I think we have most of it worked out now.
After she left, we also did one of my favorite activities – a full line through where we don’t use
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the set and the actors have to interact in just the space. While this exercise typically turns pretty
goofy (and it certainly did), the main reason I chose to do it was to help both of my actors see the
humor in this show. Recently, they’ve been playing both the characters a bit too seriously and
closed off for my taste. It is a romantic comedy, despite a few angrier parts, and I think both of
them needed to see the humor that’s hidden between the lines of the show. They both really
started to see it by the end of rehearsal, and so I think the exercise was overall a great success.
Next week we start working on vocal rehearsals, so I’m really prepared to focus so much time on
that. I asked them to look at the punctuation of the show and have it all labelled out so that we
can get started right away with voice work and punctuation on Monday.
January 27th, 2020
I had a meeting with Fran this morning to discuss the glass gobos that we
have been allowed to get for the show. Fran found a gobo rotator in lighting
storage, and decided upon the idea that she wanted to get three gobos –
one that represents Elena, one that represents Reed,

The rotating glass gobo.

and one that can rotate slowly and be for effect. We sat down and decided
upon the three, which are pictured. Fran liked the idea of Elena’s gobo having
The “Reed” glass gobo.

the vibrant colors similar to the ones in “Starry Night”,
while Reed had some of the more muted colors. I also

met up with Laura briefly, who, after seeing the design run and has been
considering it, has decided that she might play around with the clock some
more before going to buy any of the parts. For rehearsal this week, I met

The “Elena” glass gobo.

with Natalie so that we could talk over some time changes – our design run
is this week on Wednesday at 7:30, so we decided to allow the actors to come half an our later
than normal and at 6:30pm instead.
Later on in the day, I got to have a short rehearsal with Julia who is our announcement voice. We
went through each announcement line and worked on how I would like the lines to be said so
that she can record them with Fran as soon as possible and we can possibly start using them in
the rehearsal process. We decided that she should use her over-annunciated human voice instead
of a robot voice, because it just makes more sense for the show. She is also our house manager
and gets to record the house management speech, which I think is actually incredibly funny and a
great transition into the show for the audience.
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Before rehearsal in the evening, I had a meeting with Claire to discuss concept and design for
makeup for the show. She hasn’t had time to look at the script yet, but she wanted to meet with
me hear my design concept since she wasn’t on the team when I pitched it at the first production
meeting. We talked about the styles that I had in mind for Reed and Elena – I told her about how
I wanted Reed to have his beard and that I wanted Elena to keep her hair down. She plans to read
the script and meet with Grace to talk costume colors.
We had one of my favorite rehearsals so far tonight – I’m similar to Iona Holder when I do voice
work, meaning that we will repeat things over and over until we get them exactly how I want
them. For that reason, we only got through the first 10 pages in 3 hours, which I expected. The
show is in the place that I expected it to be for the design run Wednesday, so we are in no time
crunch currently to make sure that the words come out the way I envision them to. It was a very
fun rehearsal with lots of laughs but also incredibly hard and dedicated work.
January 28th, 2020
I spoke with Laura today about the updated set – she plans on moving the trash and instead of
having a post with the clock on it, maybe hanging the clock from a pipe instead. We also spoke
about my request of possibly pushing the chairs a foot or so back, because they appear to be a bit
closer than I expected. I also got to meet with Julia on the final poster approval – and I loved it!
I’ve been seeing her work on it at home every day and it turned out so beautifully. She sent it
along for approval.
The cast and I decided that next week we are going to take an hour of rehearsal to do headshots
for the APO Stargrams as well as make a quick trip to Herty and take some promotional pictures
that we want to add to the Facebook event when it’s posted. We know that we won’t get to do
much promotional stuff until after Heathers has closed, but we want to make sure that we have
enough material and content that we can have stuff to post when the time comes. I have also
been taking videos in rehearsal as well so that we can post them soon.
Today I also had another bi-weekly meeting with Bea. It had to be a bit shorter than normal
because there was a time sensitive issue with Heathers, but we spoke about the program and the
budget. She also encouraged me to be as big of a help to Natalie as I can.
Right before rehearsal, Brandon messaged me saying he had a massive migraine and doesn’t
think he can make it to rehearsal, and he wants to rest for our design run tomorrow. That is
incredibly unfortunate but I want him to be well, so I wished him the best and told him to take
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the night off. Rachel and I met briefly to talk more about Elena’s character and I had her take the
“36 Questions to Make You Fall in Love” quiz as her character.
January 29th, 2020
Today has definitely been interesting… while we had initially planned the design run to be
today, Brandon called me this morning letting me know that he has a high fever and that he’s
trying to get an appointment at the wellness center. However, policy states that when someone
has a fever they’re contagious for 24 hours and for that reason we are having to cancel the design
run. I feel so bad that he’s sick, but unfortunately it’s that time of the semester where viruses and
illnesses start travelling around. I’m really disappointed, but I of course want Brandon to feel
better and so we’ve sent out a poll to hopefully reschedule the run very soon. I still held a
rehearsal with Rachel just so that we can individually work through her monologues in the play,
as I still wanted to make as much use of the time as I could. We worked through a few of the
monologues with just her onstage and we got a lot done. I also messaged fellow director
Chandler Stephenson about the best way to make use of rehearsal time with only one actor, and
he provided me with a few suggestions that I can use for if Brandon does have the flu and is out
for the rest of the week.
I had my weekly capstone meeting with Karen today as well. We talked about promotional items
and that I was given permission to help create them. We talked a bit about what I want her to
look for when she sees the first run of the show, and we talked about bios. I also got the paint
elevations from Laura today as well as the model. The model is gorgeous – she walked me
through it and I absolutely love it. I took a few pictures as well.
In the time that I’ve had this week not rehearsing, I’ve been making the most of it by working
through my capstone book. I created the whole document, which as of today is 173 pages long
(including the 40 blank pages that the script will be on). I’ve completed all my research so far, as
well as answering the question about why I chose this play. I’m doing the best to make the most
of my time! I’ve also made 3 separate plans for tomorrow’s rehearsal, depending on the
situation. Rachel had to drive home for a medical procedure last night and it seems like she
might still be in pain. Here are my three rehearsal plans, depending on what I hear tomorrow1. If Brandon is feeling a bit better and wants to rehearse, we are going to move our
tablework dinner to tonight instead of tomorrow, and swap the plan in the schedule.
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2. If Brandon is still feeling sick but Rachel is feeling better, we will rehearse and do the
idea that Chandler gave me where I will play Reed and push Rachel to find new
discoveries.
3. If they’re both feeling incredibly unwell, we will just cancel rehearsal altogether.
I’ve made a plan for if Brandon has to miss the entire week, as well. I have it saved as a backup
but I’m hoping it won’t have to be the case.
January 30th, 2020
Of all the successful weeks of Shooting Star, this may not rank high on the list, haha. I received
an email from Grace today letting me know that she’ll be unable to make the production meeting
but that she’ll be sending her renderings along for us to look at through either me or Natalie. I
heard from Brandon today as well, who says that he went to the Wellness Center and that he
should be cleared to go by tomorrow. I ultimately went with the plan to cancel rehearsal and take
the night off, as nobody was feeling well at all. This is the first rehearsal that we’ve fully
cancelled. I’ve also added back into our calendar the date of February 14th, as the day was
originally taken off for Rachel to attend a vacation that has since been cancelled.
Finally, we got our design run rescheduled today. It will be next Monday at 7:30PM. Natalie and
I have decided to call the cast at 5:45PM, the usual time, so that we can refresh a bit before we
perform in front of the designers.
January 31st, 2020
We had our 3rd production meeting this morning. It went pretty well! Grace and Laura were
unable to make it, however we showed the model and Grace’s renderings. At the meeting we
discussed all of the scheduling details that needed to be done for load-in as well as some light
hang and focus dates that would work best for everyone since some of us are going to SETC.
Brandon was also feeling well enough for us to attend our tablework dinner – and that was very
fun. We went to Buffalo Wild Wings and I made them eat their food in character, and ask each
other the 36 questions that make you fall in love in character. They overall had really great
answers and we had a good time. I warned them that as we move into the next few steps of this
process that we will be focusing less on character work and more on new discoveries that they
find within the show and that all of our character work will be done in-house instead of having
them take it home. I think they’re both in great places with their characters to start really seeing
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more discoveries being made. I look forward to our design run on Monday and our next rehearsal
week.
February 1st, 2020
Today is the Heathers load-in, and since I’m not required to go I’m currently at home working
on my capstone book. I’ve spent a lot of time working on research and putting my notes in today.
I also created photo morgues for both Reed and Elena to go in the character work section of this
book. Tonight, the cast is going to see The Last Five Years at Theatre Macon, and I’m excited to
see them.
February 2nd, 2020
Julia and I had a bit of fun today – she decided that she wanted to do character work for the
announcement voice. I gave her our classic character worksheet and we spent about an hour
working through it. Her name is Constance, and she has one leg. I ended up typing it all into a
document and putting it into this capstone book.
February 3rd, 2020
It’s design run day! I had a brief meeting with Laura today since she has completed the ground
plan – we’re going to tape the set tomorrow hopefully. Due to the fact that Fran was feeling a bit
unwell this morning, I also went to the library to record the announcement lines with Julia. We
spent about an hour in the recording studio. Because Julia is so fluent with A/V technology, it
went rather quickly and we had no big issues. I coached her on how to say specific lines and we
recorded them, some multiple times to make sure they were done well. We saved them to a flash
drive.
The design run went quite well tonight. I got really nervous while it was happening because I
kept seeing Karen take very detailed notes and I thought she wasn’t going to like the show, but it
turned out that she really liked it. Overall, her biggest notes were on fixing a few of the
references that still seemed too far out of date, and working on the monologues that they say to
the audience. She said that overall those monologues appeared to lack purpose. Right now they
seemed to come off as merely exposition and for that reason the beginning was overall a bit too
slow, so we’re going to work on that next week. She really loved how far both Rachel and
Brandon have gone with their characters, and we had a talk about how truly unsettling the show
is. She gave me a few smaller notes to work with, especially with regards to things that will
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come when they’re off book which will be next week. I was very proud of the work that they did,
and I was happy Karen liked it too, especially because we lost a week last week due to illness.
I’m very ready to hit the ground running for the rest of this week on the show.
February 4th, 2020
I spent most of the morning thinking about potential ways to re-block the beginning. After
rehearsal yesterday I realized that both characters are a big stagnant after they see each other and
I wasn’t in love with that. I think I may have worked out a few possible solutions that I’m going
to try on Friday, which is our trouble-spot work day. I had a meeting with Fran to talk over some
of her cue ideas for the show. We talked about the possibility of where the glass gobos can go,
once we get them approved. We talked about how they could be cast onto the walls during their
monologues, and we went in the booth for a bit and played around with the possibilities.
Today’s rehearsal was a lot heavier than I expected it to be. We started by going over Karen and
I’s design run notes, and then we hit the ground running with pages 22-32. We spent a lot of time
doing visualization exercises, especially during Reed’s monologue where he describes the
apartment. I applied a lot of tactics that involved Brandon and Rachel closing their eyes and
imagining the apartment and all of the experiences they had there. We discussed things such as
what events they would have had in their apartment, how they dressed, what kinds of writings
they left in their books, etc. It got very deep and very emotional. After working that monologue,
we watched the music video for Sleep on the Floor by The Lumineers. This was incredibly
powerful and we actually had to take another break because both Brandon and Rachel started
crying and needed to breathe. After we did some work with the references that they used in the
play, we did the hardest monologue of the night – Reed telling Elena about what happened with
his daughter. This monologue is probably the hardest one Brandon has to say, so I pushed him on
it. We did an improv exercise where I was his daughter and he had to say his piece to me, and we
did exercises where he moved around like the scenario was happening. The whole play got a lot
better tonight, but it was very emotionally draining.
Tomorrow’s work is going to be a lot harder as we do their fight, as well as Rachel’s monologue
on abortion. I have asked them to be prepared to engage in such topics and to mentally prepare,
however, we have created as safe word in case we get too deep into the material and they need a
break or if they want to work on it later.
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February 5th, 2020
I had another capstone meeting with Karen today – this one was a bit shorter, because she had
just seen my show two days ago. We talked a lot about how the show related to her life and how
it really made her think. She also suggested that we add dramaturgy to the program, explaining
how “Starry Night” connects to Shooting Star. We discussed the possibility of having an article
about the play in The Colonnade, which is something I’m incredibly interested in. I’m supposed
to connect with Lily Wheeler (who is actually my roommate) to discuss further.
Our rehearsal tonight started out pretty slow. I could tell that both of my actors were exhausted
and that something seemed off, so it took them about 30 minutes to fully get into the show. We
were only working pages 32-40, but that is one of the heaviest sections of the play. We spent a
lot of time focusing on the abortion scene, and the fight. The fight emotionally drained all of us,
and we ended up taking a little break after that to do press interviews and photos taken by me.
We had a lot of fun doing it and it brought up the energy enough for us to finish the final few
pages of the chunk that we were focusing on. We took a few more photos, and then went home
(in the pouring rain).
February 6th, 2020
Today has been a very good lesson for us on precautionary actions in the chance of a weather
event! We are expected to have very severe storms all day and a tornado watch was issued, as
well as a flash flood warning. I got the chance to teach Natalie about severe weather protocol in
the event that we would have a warning and hide in the stairwell while the storm passed. She
also had a brief meeting with Julia, who explained what the stage manager does during an
emergency as well. I briefly considering cancelling rehearsal after the Heathers crew cancelled
theirs due to the terrible rain and storms, but I decided that it would be more beneficial for us to
stay.
Due to the torrential rain and the weather warning that it was going to get worse around 7:30pm,
I ended rehearsal a bit early. Both of my actors also seemed like they were exhausted and both
said that they had bad sleeps the night before, so we ended rehearsal around 7:15pm to account
for their exhaustion and let them sleep. We did, however, finish everything that I had planned on
getting done that day so I felt comfortable with letting them leave. Tomorrow we plan on taking
promotional pictures in Herty Hall with our special chairs and then coming back to the blackbox
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and making some adjustments to the first 10 pages of the show (which is the biggest trouble spot
presently).
February 7th, 2020
I would like to call today the I-am-so-grateful-for-Laura-and-Karen day! This morning while in
class I received a text from Laura letting me know that Michael Rikenbaker, the Georgia College
head architect, has overridden our approval for the Herty Hall chairs because they “cannot
support moving furnishings that are needed for academic buildings to the theatre for props” and
that “losing space for up to six students for over two weeks is just not a good idea”. Laura (the
best person in the world) already started crafting potential new options such as contacting her
friend who owns the Milledgeville Airport as well as reaching out to family who have
connections with Hartsfield-Jackson to potentially get new seats. The worst case scenario in her
mind is taking the black chairs that we currently use for rehearsal and making them look a bit
more refined. Isaac also suggested that we take the chairs that the audience sits in and make them
our new seats. Julia also chimed in and suggested that we can maybe take the chairs from
Centennial Center. After my class, I immediately went to the black box to see if Karen would be
able to help – and she could! I am endlessly grateful to her and how much she has helped this
production flourish. She emailed the whole team and said that she is extending our budget to
help us go to furniture stores and buy new chairs. Laura and I are planning to potentially go next
week and look at some options. While I am so grateful to everyone on the team for being able to
help find new chairs and I am not at all worried about the new chairs that we will get, I am
admittedly disappointed in the Georgia College political system that would not allow for us to
use these Herty chairs. They were the ideal possible chairs and I’m sad to be losing them,
especially because Laura had worked so hard to secure them months ago and build a model that
reflects the way the chairs looked.
Because I am a bit bitter, and I like the way that they look regardless of if we can use them or
not, we went to Herty Hall this evening during rehearsal to take promotional pictures anyway.
We lamented on how comfortable they were and how nice it would have been to have them, but
alas. We ended up taking about 100 pictures, picking the best ones, and then passing them along
to Karen and Lily for approval. We also reworked the first 5 pages of the show, which are the
pages that need the most work. We may have come up with a new blocking pattern that looks
better. We then did a bit more monologue work at the beginning and I had them say their
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monologues to each other to help envision the re-living aspect of the pieces. After that, we talked
about what next week holds with regards to Monday being their off-book date. I’m really excited
to start working the show without the scripts.
February 10th, 2020
It’s off book day, and t-minus 1 month until we open! Today Laura and I met briefly and we
think we have found some chairs that can be purchased and will still look great for the set. I
actually seem to like them a lot more because they don’t have arm-rests which will allow the
characters to lay on them easier.
Off book day actually went very well. While they each called line about 10 times individually,
things held up very well except the last 2 pages (which doesn’t concern me too much). We did a
full run, followed by some notes, followed by a break, followed by fixing a few blocking
concerns. It went very smoothly and I don’t have much to report today as a result of that.
February 11th, 2020
Today’s rehearsal ended up being a lot more surprising than I had originally planned for it to be!
I was notified by Natalie today that Jason Kaiser, the guest artist who is in town and the stage
manager of Broadway’s Oklahoma! is sitting in on rehearsal. While I wish I was notified, I
understand that things happen very quickly and I’m very excited about him being here. While we
had originally planned on working pages 11-33, I have decided to switch it to a full-run so that
Jason can see the whole show.
The run tonight was one of the best runs I had seen them do. I’m not sure if it was nerves from
Jason being there that really made the show extra special, but they gave it their all and Jason
really liked it, too.
February 12th, 2020
I had a meeting with Fran this morning to talk sound. She came to the run last night so that she
could clarify some sound things. We determined noises for the airport announcement chime,
power down noise, airline ambience, and storm ambience. We also talked about the places that
Fran could place specials for lights as well.
I also had another capstone meeting with Karen – I showed her my first draft of this capstone
book. She really liked it and was so impressed that I had gotten so much done already. I
explained that I had a lot of time on my hands! She gave me some few minor edits.
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During rehearsal tonight, the energy was feeling incredibly low so we decided to do 2 linethroughs instead. This was a good idea because starting next week they’re doing 2 runs each day,
and this will give them a good idea on what that feels like. We had a good rehearsal though, and
they felt stronger on their lines afterwards.
February 13th, 2020
As much as I want to dedicate all of my time to working on Shooting Star
this week, I have been working tirelessly on the Heathers set and
painting it black in preparation for next Wednesday when they open.
However, I’m still getting quite a bit done! I spoke with both Fran and
Laura today. Laura passed along all of the paint elevations to me (which
are so gorgeous), as well as letting me know that the trash can has arrived
and is backstage for us to use tonight. Fran returned my flash drive to me
with a QLab file that we can use in rehearsal as well as letting me know
that the gobos have been ordered! It’s all coming together, and I am so
ready.

Frankie and Brandon in the
wallet sized picture of Beth-Anne
and Reed.

Tonight at rehearsal, we worked pages 11-33 in-depth for the last
time, as next week we start full runs. We had a lot of fun, and I can
honestly say that it was one of our most fun rehearsals in our process
so far (and the actors actually agreed). We spent the first 2 hours
really going through it and focusing on reactions, and we spent the
last hour running through all the work we did. We took HUGE strides
in terms of the little details, and I found myself enjoying watching the
Ellen and Brandon in the wallet
sized picture of Reed and Kiersten.

person who isn’t talking compared to the person who is.
Tonight’s rehearsal was the best rehearsal for discoveries we ever
had. First, we took the pictures that are going to be in Reed’s wallet

– one of him with Beth Anne (his wife who is cheating on him) and one with him and Kiersten
(his eight year old daughter). Frankie Glick and Ellen Yeudall generously let us use them for
pictures. The actors came in with a lot on their minds tonight so we really spent the first hour
getting everything off their chests. After that, I got worried that they wouldn’t be into the show
for the rest of the night, however, THAT WAS NOT THE CASE. It all started when Brandon
made a discovery that Reed was actually guilty after Elena talks about the abortion. This led
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Brandon into a path of realizing that the second half of the show, Reed is really dealing with his
guilt. We talked a lot about silences and pregnant pauses and this did so much for the script. Both
of them got heavily invested during the drunk scene and this led to Brandon crying onstage
during the drunk part and their kiss being the most passionate it was ever. Normally, when they
kiss I am pretty unfazed to the whole thing, but tonight it was so incredibly intimate – they added
in longer kisses, short kisses, nose and forehead touching, and holding each other instead of
touching each other. This did so much for the script and make the script feel so authentic that it
actually led me to tears for the first time ever. We all left feeling exhausted, but so much work
got done. I was really proud them, especially as this was our last full week of rehearsals.
February 15th, 2020
Today is the first day of Heathers tech, meaning I am home alone for the whole day. I decided to
clean up the house and update all the information in this book. I added all of the character
analysis as well as adding a few more pages of research. I also printed out the small copies of the
pictures above for Spencer.
February 17th, 2020
Once again today I am a bit bogged down by Heathers painting (I pulled an all-nighter tonight to
paint as much as I could), but that does not stop my rehearsal stride! Due to an important event
happening at 7:30pm, I had to warn my cast that we would have to end rehearsal at 7:20pm. We
did warmups at 5:45pm and ran the show starting at 6, so that we would have time to run it once
and then I could leave. See the notes section to see what notes I had from this run.
This week is a bit crazy for the cast, SM team and I, as we are ushering the opening night of
Heathers to show our support to Amy, Julia, and the cast. On Friday, we are doing a line-through
at my house since I am cooking the cast dinner (the exact dinner described in the show).
February 18th, 2020
Today was an absolutely wonderful day – not only did I finish painting Heathers, get a job offer
for the summer at the Ohio Light Opera, but our chairs and facing for the plant arrived! After
rehearsal today Laura, Natalie and I stayed to help build the first bench. Fran also stopped by so
that she could play with the gobos in the ETC Source 4 units. She thinks she found some good
ones that we can use for the transitions, and our glass gobos are arriving in the mail very soon.
Tonight’s rehearsal was a bit different than initially planned. We incorporated basic lighting as
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well as the flash drive that Fran provided us with sounds. We got to use Julia’s announcements
as well as the “power down” noise, and the music. The music really changed the monologues in
a good way and it really helped Brandon and Rachel get into the show, as Brandon was feeling a
little under the weather tonight because of the constant rain. Rachel also brought something that
we could use for trail mix over the next few days, which really helped them practice eating and
talking. We also started tonight by doing a review of my notes from the previous night. While I
had initially planned for us to do two full runs, I found it more beneficial for us to do a stop-andgo run, which was very helpful to fix a few small tweaks.
February 19th, 2020
Today was very uneventful for the Shoot-crew.
Some last minute trouble spots for Heathers
ended with me helping and having to cancel my
capstone meeting. However, the whole cast and
management team came to show their upmost
support by ushering opening night! We had a
really great time and loved the show, and
getting to hang out with the wonderful house

Cast and crew photo posted on social media to show support of
Heathers.

manager Frankie Mastras and just-as-wonderful SM (and technically cast member, since she’s
the announcement voice) Julia.
February 20th, 2020
Today is our final rehearsal of the week, due to the fact that one of the actors will be out of town
tomorrow. I started the morning by making the draft for our event page, which Karen said I am
allowed to start posting about on Sunday after Heathers closes. I am looking forward to all the
social media advertising I plan on doing for the show!
We had a great rehearsal tonight. We got to do one full run, and Fran came to help us work with
sound and lights. She also brought the absolutely GORGEOUS glass gobos, which we marveled
at. This was also our first rehearsal with the benches – which the actors really loved. I saw them
loosen up and fall into their characters tonight. We still had a few small line hiccups but I believe
it’s because the actors are trying to be word-perfect, which I prefer. I think the show is coming
together so beautifully well, especially after tonight.
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February 21st, 2020
We cancelled our production meeting today due to the fact that I
had a (very successful) graduate school interview with
Villanova University that would not adjust their time for me
because they were having interviews all day both in person and
over Skype. We got to have a virtual production meeting
though, which was helpful. We also did not have rehearsal
tonight because one of the actors had this date listed on their
conflict sheet that we could not rehearse, so this rehearsal was
planned in advance to be cancelled. However, I got sample
pictures of the floor from Laura today who was working on

Sample of the floor made by Laura.

them (as well as the clock) in the shop and she was sending me pictures along the way. I think
that it is absolutely beautiful and better than anything I could have imagined – I cannot wait to
see how it looks with the chairs!
February 22nd, 2020
Today was day one of light hang and focus! Our goal today was to hang everything that isn’t
currently being used for Heathers, and then on Monday we can get the stuff in Russell and bring
it to the BBT. We started at 2 and I was able to stay until about 4:30 before I had to run home
and change clothes with Julia to help with Heathers tonight. In the time I was there I was able to
strike two Source 4s, hang up 3 PARs and 2 PARNels, as well as do a bunch of circuiting and
barrel changing. I worked primarily with Julia on the extension ladder, and Julia learned that she
is afraid of extension ladders because she does not like the angle and the uncertainty (I got her
permission to include this in my journal). I haven’t done a light hang at GC since Barbecue, and
I haven’t done one in the BBT since Midsummer, so it was good for me to fine-tune my skills
and get back on the ol’ extension again. It was also wonderful to see Fran in her element – she’s
such a talented designer, and anyone who sees her in the middle of her work is truly honored. I
think she’s one of the most gifted light designers I ever have had the opportunity to work with.
I also have been in contact with Amy Pinney and Julia about seeing a run early. After
communicating with both of them, we have determined that Julia is coming to a run on Tuesday,
Feb 25th and Amy is coming to see an early run on March 4th, the day after Karen comes to see
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her final run. I am so excited for both of them to come and see the show for the first time.
Especially Julia, who is technically cast.
February 23rd, 2020
It’s Heathers strike day! As much as I’m sad to see the show end (and believe me, I am sad – it
was GORGEOUS and my whole house has been working on it) I am excited to have shop time
dedicated to Laura so that she can start building the pieces necessary for Shooting Star. Bea was
kind enough to put Brandon, Rachel, Rosie, and I on the same crew (shop crew) so that we could
all be together. She also put some of my good pals from Shipwrecked! on there too, so we
actually did a line-through of the show while everyone was there. We finished around 9:30pm
and we all left.
When I got home, I did more work on this book and the USB drive I planned on using arrived so
I started to upload things that needed to be on it. I also spoke to Fran who said that we might be
able to have our rehearsal tomorrow and she may not need the time to work on lights because we
got so much done. That’s super exciting, because we can only rehearse twice this week because
of SETC – the whole cast and I leave Wednesday afternoon, so we can only rehearse Monday
and Tuesday. I also made the event on Facebook for the show since I’m now in charge of the PR
for the show. I asked the cast to invite literally everyone they knew, and I’m hoping to get the
login information to the GC Theatre & Dance Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter so that I can
start posting things as soon as tomorrow.
February 24th, 2020
Today we finished up light hang and focus from 1-6 today. I wasn’t able to come unfortunately
because I had class from 1-5, but I was able to stop by for the last hour and see how things are
going! I was also sort of freaking out because I got into my top choice of grad school and I was
so excited that I had to make a bunch of calls to my friends and family. I got in to the light hang
around 4pm and in total we worked until about 7:30pm. Rachel arrived at 5:30 and Brandon
arrived at 5:45. As a cast, we set the ground row as well as did some cleaning in the back. Laura
also showed up to help with cleaning while Fran was with Natalie, as they were programming
together.
I also got the first draft of the program today! It looks really good, we only had a few small edits
to make. I asked to add a “special thanks section” for Ellen and Frankie as they took pictures
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with us, Chandler for letting us use his truck for load-in, my two friends Becky and Knox for
helping with ushering and loading props, and my parents because they’re awesome and flying
down to come and see the show.
During my spare time today, I also started to put together the whole PR package on the Facebook
page for Shooting Star. I have scheduled posts to happen each day around 3pm. Most of the
pictures are of the promotional photos we took, however I also included my dramaturgy as well
as the playwrights note and a “meet the cast” segment.
February 25th, 2020
Today Chandler and Laura were able to bring the Masonite to the Black Box and Laura plans on
working on it while we’re all gone at SETC. We had our final rehearsal today until after SETC
and we did two full runs – Julia Whitten and our makeup designer Claire Hemenway sat in on
the first run. They did a really good job and the energy was certainly very high – one of our best
runs by far. I feel very confident that we are in a good place to miss a few rehearsals for the
conference and then move into tech at the end of next week.
February 26th, 2020
I am leaving for SETC today with Rachel, Julia, and Ashleigh but before I did I had my capstone
meeting with Karen. I updated her on my PR that I’ve been doing on the GC Theatre & Dance
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, as well as talking about the possibility (or lack thereof) in
getting an article in The Colonnade. We also discussed the edits that are being made to the
program since they need to be sent immediately.
Our present plan for SETC is to schedule 2 in-hotel-room line-throughs just so that the actors can
stay sharp and not forget their lines in the process of being relocated. We are presently planning
two potential dates where we can rehearse while at the conference, and I’m hoping that we can
stick to them as best possible.
February 27th, 2020
Today was my first full day at SETC and it was a blast! I spent the day attending the Theatre Job
Fair even though I already have a job and a grad school (with a full ride) secured, and I went to a
few consent workshops – a few of the things were very similar to what we had done with our
Intimacy Coordinator, Eric. I am having a really fun time so far, and tomorrow I plan on taking
directing workshops to help improve Shooting Star.
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February 28th, 2020
This morning at SETC I took two theatre workshops: one about shaping the dramatic action of a
play and determining the climax, and the others was about blocking for the director. The second
workshop was a bit too easy for me, as I had learned a lot of this in Directing 1 at CMU, but it
was nice to get a refresher. The dramatic action workshop was for advanced students and I really
enjoyed learning in that one. It actually made me think a lot about Shooting Star and how I can
shape the dramatic action of the fight as well as the kiss and the phone call at the end, as all of
these include false climaxes and false exits.
In the evening, Brandon, Rachel and I did a line-through of the show as a refresher. It went very
well! Julia got to read her announcement lines as well. Nothing too significant to report about it,
besides that they still have their lines memorized.
February 29th, 2020
It’s the final day of SETC and Rachel, Ashleigh, Julia and I left this afternoon. However, before
we did, we took a workshop about how to succeed in theatre and how to take care of yourself in
a professional world. This was incredibly helpful and I really enjoyed getting to talk with some
professionals about how to succeed.
I also got many pictures from Laura about how the floor is turning out, and it is honestly looking
GORGEOUS. I couldn’t have painted it better if I tried, and the Masonite for the ground was an
absolutely brilliant choice so that we don’t see the texture of the wood on the ground or any paint
from the previous mainstages seeping through. I loved it.
March 1st, 2020
While I am spending most of today studying for an exam, I still took the time to work on my
capstone book in the spare moments I had. I updated more on my diversity section and added
some of the makeup photos from Claire. I also organized the props that I collected at SETC
including coffee cups, sugars, cozies, and McDonald’s bags. I plan on giving them to Bea and
Spencer on Monday.
March 2nd, 2020
We got back from SETC and today was load-in! The floor was almost entirely done thanks to
Laura’s talents (and believe me, that floor is GORGEOUS. I CANNOT thank her enough) so it
just meant hanging up the terminal directions and putting the terminal sign up. When I walked in
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to see the set, I was stunned at how beautiful it is. It literally looks so realistic that it’s scary.
Multiple people commented to me that it was the most realistic set they have ever seen at
Georgia College. Laura is SO talented. I easily spent a few hours gawking at the set before
rehearsal (and Laura let me keep a piece of it).
Evan Sbat of the mass comm department came to
shoot interviews. He got some of Brandon, Rachel,
Natalie, and I. We had a lot of fun and liked talking
to him! He stayed for our run, which he enjoyed.
Fran and Laura also stayed so that they could talk
lights and sound. The run went pretty well overall
Picture of load-in, with Rachel standing on top of the
chairs.

tonight, we had a bit of low energy as the actors were
getting used to the set as well as a bunch of new

props. We spent some time working on projections exercises that we will start including into our
warmups. After rehearsal Fran, Natalie and I stayed back to work on a few sound things so that
they start to sound more concise and clear.
March 3rd, 2020
This morning I had the opportunity to speak to Isaac’s class about directing and the play. I think
it went well (though Isaac commented that I spoke too fast… can’t help it!) and I really enjoyed
talking to them. We talked about collaboration with designers, consent in the theatre, and
portraying director concepts.
Tonight is the second run that Karen has seen, she’s going to be stopping by to watch at 8pm. To
accommodate for the amount of time that the show typically runs, we pushed call back to 6:45 so
that the actors can warm up and we’ll only have one run tonight. The run tonight was oddly
enough, incredibly slow. We managed to accidentally tack on an extra 15 minutes of just
basically silence, which was completely out of the ordinary, and the fight was incredibly low
stakes. Karen’s main notes about the show were about how slow it was, but she said that this is a
common problem especially the week before the show opens. She suggested that tomorrow we
find time to do a speed run to help close up some of the gaps in the show and eliminate some of
the pauses that Karen noted. I definitely should pull a page out of fellow director Elle’s book to
help keep that pace moving. We will also have a bigger audience so hopefully the nerves will
kick in and provide the pace a little kick-in-the-butt that is needed.
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March 4th, 2020
Today my plan is to do a regular run, as well as a speed run, and then save some time at the end
for Fran to focus some lights while the actors are there. We have all of the costume people
attending the show tonight just so that they can see where the quick changes happen. I was at
home most of the day, and I spent it preparing the notes to talk to the cast about as well as
working on this capstone book.
Tonight’s rehearsal was super effective. We started with notes about the show and then did
warmups while the costume crew came and settled into the seats. We did a run that was a bit
faster than in weeks past, and the show IMPROVED SO MUCH. Cues were getting picked up
much quicker and the show overall had a much nicer pace. After it was over, we did notes and
thanked the costume crew as well as helped Fran focus a few lights. In the final hour, we did the
fastest speed-through possible and finished the show in 50 minutes. While it was incredibly too
fast, I definitely noticed both Brandon and Rachel making many new discoveries. It was a really
helpful exercise to get us back on track with the pacing of the show.
To end the evening, I got a letter from Molly of The Colonnade, who plans on doing an article on
Shooting Star. They also want to find time to sit in on one of my rehearsals as well to record
footage for the show. I am genuinely so excited that they want to do that for a capstone show!
March 5th, 2020
I started my day by having a brief catch-up meeting with Bea since we haven’t had one in a little
bit and the show is getting ready to go into tech. We talked primarily about props and making
sure that we are covering all our bases. The only props that we are currently missing are the copy
of Cosmopolitan and Wall Street Journal, which Bea is getting tonight after rehearsal for another
show.
I also met with Claire and she showed me her designs. She made 2 designs for each of the
characters, one more realistic and one more abstract, as well as a photo morgue for each. They
were absolutely gorgeous! I picked what I liked from each one and she’s going to make a few
updated ones for tech on Sunday.
I also briefly met with Vanessa and Evan, the PR managers for the show. Vanessa is planning on
stopping by on Monday to take pictures of the show to put on the website as well as help with the
Colonnade article. Frankie Mastras and Caroline Hearn will also be stopping by sometime during
tech to record for the GC360 Entertainment Tuesdays as they plan on doing a segment of the
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show. I have to admit I’m really happy that I have friends in places that are willing to hook me
up with awesome opportunities like this so that my show can have more audience members!
Rehearsal tonight was good – it’s our last rehearsal before the start of tech – AHHHH! I can’t
believe that we got here, it feels so long ago that I started this process almost a year ago but I
definitely feel as if I earned my place. We did one full run, notes, and then a bit of trouble spot
work just for some final clean-ups before the show opens. I definitely got a little emotional at the
end, because I know now that I’m giving my show off to the designers – they’re definitely ready
and I have full faith in them, but I will very much miss our rehearsals.
March 6th, 2020
IT’S TECH WEEKEND!! WOOHOO!! I still
really cannot believe that we’re here already. I
know it’s been over 7 weeks since rehearsals
started, but the whole process and the whole
semester feels as if it has just flown by. I woke up
to a confirmation email from Molly at The

Image of me from the trailer by Evan Sbat and Vanessa
Farley.

Colonnade of a time to meet on Monday for an interview, as well as an absolutely gorgeous
trailer from Evan. I approved it as well as sent it to the whole cast so that they could get excited
about it too!
We had our last production meeting, and pretty much the whole design team was able to make it.
Laura notified us that she fixed the clock, so that it should be working for tech weekend. We
talked primarily about strike and how the jobs will be split up and who is going to be in charge of
what. We also confirmed the locations of all the remaining props and costumes of the show.
After that, we had our box office meeting with Julia and Keeli. It was very quick and we covered
all our bases.
While initially getting a bit of a slower start, Q2Q was incredibly effective. GC360 came in and
got all the footage they needed in the first half hour or so, then we really got started. I’m really
proud to watch Natalie killing the game so well, but it was also weird to step back. We finished
the entire thing in about 2 hours and 15 minutes, and the cast was able to run and see the opening
night of Vagina Monologues. I held back to help Natalie with some notes as well as watch Fran,
Spencer, and Bea do some of the light notes. I’m glad we ended a bit earlier because now the
cast can hopefully get some rest before our bigger days over the weekend.
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March 7th, 2020
Second day of tech has commenced! Our call was at 2pm and we ran until about 8pm. Today
was our first day with all of the props, which was incredibly helpful. In the morning, I made
“tech care packages” for Brandon, Rachel, Natalie and Rosie. I know tech can be a really hard
time for actors and the management team (especially for a new management team) and I wanted
to bring them snacks and goodies to help show my support and let them know that I love them. It
had tea for Brandon and Rachel, as well as power bars and a bit of candy if an energy boost is
needed.
Our first tech run was pretty good. It wasn’t my favorite, but I liked it all the same. I felt like the
energy was really low, but I also know that it’s tech week and that they should save their energy
for the actual dress rehearsals and runs of the show. Eric came to this one since he won’t be able
to see it during the week, and he seemed to like it. He offered us a black suitcase that we could
use instead of Reed’s purple one, which was an offer that I took.
The second run was the complete opposite of the first… it was ABSOLUTELY AMAZING. I
think it was the best run I’ve seen so far of the show. They got really into their characters and
made some new discoveries onstage that I hadn’t seen them discover before. Rachel also had a
few people come and see the run because they weren’t able to see it next week, and having the
audience interaction was a huge help.
Overall, tech went very smoothly. Hold was never called once, and it was basically just 2
incredibly smooth runs. We ended about an hour earlier than we predicted and we all left feeling
satisfied.
March 8th, 2020
Today was our first dress and we had Claire, Lily, and Priya with us to help do makeup,
wardrobe, and quick changes! We got off to a bit of a slow start as we had a few issues with cues
and the projector was not working at all. We ended up running the beginning twice just to make
sure we get it right. The show overall ran pretty great. We had to hold a few times to help tighten
up the quick changes and fix some of the cues that were altered. We started using a Midi control
for the show so that the lights and sound could run off the same board, and that came for a few
complications overall. Rachel and Brandon looked SO GORGEOUS in their costumes and
makeup – it was the final step needed for their characters. The play was coming together in such
a beautiful way.
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Tonight was my first time that I cried at the show. I haven’t actually cried at all during the
process of creating this show, but tonight Brandon was wearing his wedding ring, and the end, he
slowly removed the ring before saying “Beth Anne is not coming home.”. It really hit me and I
started crying. It’s probably my new favorite moment of the show.
After the run, we ran the final few quick changes and we were able to clean them up nicely.
After that, we did notes (see my notes tab to look at specifics), and the cast & I headed out while
Fran and Spencer stayed to focus a few lights. The whole cast and SM team ended up ushering
tonight for the Vagina Monologues, as well.
March 9th, 2020
Let me preface this journal by saying that Rachel and I are notorious for having crappy preview
nights, and tonight’s run wasn’t… crappy… it just had some interesting hitches. The first 3/4th of
the show was really good, however, the last 1/4th was a bit of a wreck. Brandon forgot to bring
his briefcase which has a central part of the play, however, he was able to play it off pretty well.
Then, his watch broke onstage and Rachel came onto the stage basically half-dressed. Then, at
the end, the last cue got messed up and kind of made the ending rough. All of that said, it WAS
GREAT. SO many people came for preview and so many people cried – it hit a lot of people in a
very specific way. Afterwards, we had photo call and, dang… the photos were ABSOLUTELY
BEAUTIFUL. God bless Shelby Smith! You can see some of the highlights in the last section of
this book.
March 10th, 2020
Opening night was absolutely gorgeous today. Not only did we have 65 (!!) people, filling up
3/4ths of the house, but the performance was absolutely gorgeous and both Rachel and Brandon
agreed that it was one of their best. GC360 debuted the trailer as well as some interviews today,
and we got a lot of publicity from the cast and crew sharing a bunch of the photos taken by
Shelby. I also had family in town tonight who came to the show and really loved it. I wish I had
more to say but I am honestly just filled with pride and gratitude – and I’m ready to ride the
excitement of the rest of the show.
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March 11th, 2020
While I wish I could start this journal filled with
excitement about how wonderful the show was
tonight, a lot of today was plagued with fear
around campus over the COVID-19 virus. My
FRONT PAGE’s announcement for Shooting Star.

family in town spent most of the day on the phone
with my sister, who lives in New York City,

where her school has been quarantined and she is trapped in her room until further notice. Today
was also dogged with talks of GC getting closed and the fact that USITT, Coachella, and the
NBA have been postponed during the virus. I have spent the day being incredibly scared.
Though this is an ongoing situation here at GCSU, it has done little to hurt the attendance of the
show tonight! We had 75 guests, only 7 short of a completely full house. Today nearly all of the
theatre students saw it, as well as Amy Pinney, Iona & Jimmy Holder, and the Armed Farces
Improv Troupe, who cancelled their show tonight to encourage people to attend. The show was
absolutely gorgeous and the audience loved it.
In the evening following, I was met with less exciting news. I was contacted by the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation who has encouraged students to stay inside on quarantine as much as
possible to prevent getting COVID-19 for what it could do to us. I am now permanently on house
arrest with the exception of leaving for any Shooting Star related activities. I also had to cancel
all my spring break plans. So… we’re doing great.
March 12th, 2020
I really can’t believe that it’s closing day… this process went so quickly and a lot more suddenly
than I had expected. It felt like it’s all gone by in a flash. The show went incredibly well, and I
could tell at the end that both Rachel and Brandon were trying so hard not to cry – and, most
unexpectedly of all, I cried. I really didn’t think that I was going to cry but by the very end I was
sobbing so hard I couldn’t even speak. I’m really going to miss the show.
Strike went very quickly, it was about an hour. It was very efficient and we didn’t have any
major problems. Afterwards, we went to Waffle House as a cast and crew. I sent the entire cast
and crew a thank you email afterwards, and it was hard not to cry.
Boy we were lucky with the timing. Halfway through the last show we found out that classes are
cancelled for 2 weeks because of COVID-19, meaning that the rest of the shows of the season
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are going to be delayed. At Central Michigan University, their final mainstage show got
completely cancelled. I’m so lucky that we were able to finish Shooting Star before the world
possibly ends.
March 13th, 2020
To end the Shooting Star process, we had our post-production meeting this morning before
everyone left for two weeks. The meeting was actually very nice, and nobody had any negative
notes besides a few hiccups involving scheduling and props not being available on time. We
talked about how much we enjoyed the process and that SETC was really beneficial for Laura
who was able to use the time, and how giving up a few rehearsals to allow Fran to do light focus
and hang in chunks instead of all at once was really nice. Overall, everyone had a really
enjoyable and stress-free process. I spoke about how I learned a lot about who I am as a director
and that I learned that I can be a little too strong of a leader and that sometimes I need to pull
back. Bea agreed, but believes that I really learned that skill as the process went along. We talked
a great deal about how Natalie was such a strong stage manager and never needed to be told
anything twice because she was so ready to get it done. I also got a few comments from people
about how I was very easy to work with and that people would want to work with me again in
the future.
I am so happy with the turnout of this process and I will definitely miss working with everyone
on the team. I plan on spending the next few days trying to finish this capstone book since we
have off school and my plans got cancelled.
March 14th, 2020
Happy Pi Day! I wanted to conclude my journals on a high note and say how thankful I was to be
able to do such a magnificent show as Shooting Star. Looking back on it, I cannot believe how
well the process went and how much fun I got to have with everyone involved. I’m really proud
of the work that was put on stage and everyone who helped it get here. I will be spending my
spring break cleaning my house and finishing up this book, and I can’t wait to do more.
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Diversity Statement
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On Diversity in Shooting Star
While Shooting Star itself doesn’t do much to promote or address racial diversity in the
play, I made several steps to try and make the show include diversity. After the show was cast,
the cast and I came to the realization that we would be portraying a mixed couple onstage, which
is something that is more rarely seen on the screen and stage. Reed was white/European and
Elena is white/Pakistani. We wanted to make sure that while this casting was not done with this
intent, that it was still addressed. Because Elena and Reed were dating in the 90s, it is likely that
they would have faced some racism and discrimination. In the process of doing character work
for the show, we often addressed this issue and how both of their characters would have handled
it. Both actors decided that if Reed and Elena did face this type of discrimination that it would
have only strengthened their bond as a couple and that it would have never had anything to do
with the reason that they broke up.
Shooting Star, however, does contain some religious diversity in the play as Reed is a
catholic man and Elena is primarily buddhist (decided by Rachel). This is clearly seen during
their banter in the play, but we took great care to handle this as carefully as possible. Because
Elena engaged in meditation onstage, we made sure to watch multiple videos on how to properly
meditate and make sure that we were accurately representing the practice. We spent about 30
minutes in rehearsal one day making sure that she was following the proper procedure. For Reed,
we made sure that he was following Catholic procedures of wearing a wedding ring and not
wearing anything that might be offensive for his character.
Finally, the play also dealt with a bit of political diversity because Reed is a republican
and Elena is a democrat. This played a very large role in Shooting Star as both Reed and Elena
mention famous right or left wing people such as Al Gore, Hillary/Bill Clinton, and George Bush
and topics such as guns and the NRA. When I was updating the references, I did much work to
make sure that the diversity was kept the same and that none of the references would deeply
affect the work that Dietz had put into choosing them. During rehearsals, we had a tablework day
where we sat down and learned as much as we could about each of the references so that the
actors got a full understanding of what they meant. For Brandon, I also had him look up the
“republican agenda” and decide upon things that Reed would agree with and disagree with from
the right-wing ideals. This helped them a lot overall with their character work.
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Notes from Kenzie Bradley
Notes from my 1/13 meeting with Bea
1. Chat with Fran about doing sound as well as lights.
2. Set up appointment with Julia/Fran and Bea or Keith to record her lines and house
management speech.
3. We’re still looking for positions for Sound/Sound board op/wardrobe supervisor/hair and
makeup – these will be put up for sign up at the tech fair
4. Check with Laura and see if she has submitted the request for a moving crew
5. Check with Jesse and see if he is willing to do load-in on Monday, Feb 24 with the lab
students
Notes from the first blocking run, pages 11-32
1. Reed: take only your laptop bag
2. Elena: you don’t have to climb across the chairs fast, take your time
3. Elena: possibly stomp foot?
4. Always be peeking and watching each others moves in the opening
5. Walk slower in an attempt to avoid each other
6. Reed: make the concious choice to go speak to Elena
7. Set phone on the chair instead of the table
8. During monologues, please feel free to take up the whole space
9. Elena: Talk and walk on page 28
Full run 1/15
1. Work with Brandon on walking in front of chairs
2. Elena will take rainstick back and turn it to show Reed how it works
3. Can share a laugh about “I don’t even want to go there”
4. Reed: put suitcase on the table between them
5. We’re going to space out the chairs next week so you can see how they will be spaced
and you’re not locked into them
6. Brandon: make a loud snap on “turn it off, like a switch”
7. Rachel: lean back on Brandon with “honey, I love you, but”
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8. Put the trail mix between you both at the floor
9. Brandon cross behind the seats during your Kiersten monologue
10. Brandon when you cross back during the fight be sure to face the SL wall
11. Rachel before you turn to face the wall, do “Austin is a state of mind” while you’re
sitting
12. Natalie: can we get a tie for a rehearsal prop?
13. Natalie: can we ask Laura to make sure that the trash can has an open top so the actors
can reach into it?
14. Brandon, touch Rachel’s hair more lovingly
15. Shoulder kiss instead of forehead kiss?
16. Nat: remind me to bring kimono for Elena
Intimacy coaching day notes
1. Consent is FRIES: Freely given, reversible, informed, energetic, and specific.
2. Make sure that all the actors are checking in with fellow actors and stage management.
Talk about what is comfortable and what is a no-zone.
3. Have a conversation about what is okay and what is not.
4. Depersonalization: moments happening as a character are not you, they are your
character
Bea Meeting Notes 1/28
1. Am I allowed to take promotional stuff and who do I send it to? Ask Karen.
2. Does the cast typically help give out posters? Yes
3. Who is in charge of the program? Karen
4. Rehearsals for 2/24 and 2/25 will be given to Fran for light focus
5. The whole cast and crew will be ushering for opening night of Heathers, Frankie Mastras
has been notified
6. Thank you for letting Fran get the glass gobos.
7. What is the budget breakdown? 150 Royalties, 200 Program, 75 Publicity, 200 Scenery,
200 Props, 250 Costumes
8. Thank you for the gobos!
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Karen Meeting Notes 1/29
1. Am I allowed to take promotional images? Yes.
2. Karen is in charge of the program, bios need to be sent to Natalie by Feb 4th
3. Directors note and playwright notes also need to be done then too
4. Think about how you can utilize the painting on the floor for blocking
Design run notes 2/3
1. Make sure the rainstick is tipped to the correct side before we start
2. “Nearly missing each other” – we should have a hand gesture there
3. Don’t say “shit” when he sees you anymore.
4. The lines where you talk over each other seem a bit forced.
5. Might get a little “blue” on you, make “blue” it’s own thing
6. Take a bit more time on your monologues, guys. Don’t rush those moments.
7. Rachel, be sure to slap your wallet on the table.
8. Brandon, you get a little pace-y during your monologues, and a bit too close to the
audience. Perhaps that is not as necessary.
9. Rachel, you came too early after Brandon’s monologue
10. We’re going to find a way to move the luggage out of the way from the seats.
11. Brandon, look at Rachel when she talks about the abortion,
12. Rachel, throw away the boarding pass and then turn away.
13. Reed: did you almost start crying onstage?
Off-book run notes 2/11/20
1. We went over parts of the scrpt that the actors had paraphrased or jumbled up words.
2. Brandon: you have an actor tick where you put your hands on your hips. It’s okay,
though, we’re going to work on it!
3. We’re going to fix the blocking at tbe beginning as it looks too staged.
4. We’re going to have Elena lay on the chairs now to go to sleep.
5. “and if you don’t want to see your daughter..” – Elena drop the boarding pass in the trash
and watch him.
6. Brandon: crawl over to Rachel during the part about the in-soles
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Fran Meeting Notes 2/11/20
1. Light transitions during the part with actors walking out
2. Having storm play as ambiance in the back of the show
3. Still working on getting glass gobos, should be ordered soon
4. We might choose to not used LED tape anymore.
5. Maybe changing the color scheme for monologues – ask Rachel and Brandon to design

their own color palletes
6. If we keep the movement in the front half of the set with monologues, we can play

around much more
Kaiser run on 2/11
1. Please act more surprised when you see the phone call, Reed
2. Elena: what is quadraphonic sound and the harmonic convergence? Look them up
3. Reed: sound more like a jerk on “she really let herself go”
4. Elena: point more to the ceiling tiles and stay more focused on it
5. Elena, shake your head out when you play with your hair
6. Elena: more frustration on Reed not seeing you
7. Elena: make your “oh my god!” sound like a pain response
8. Reed: make your :”so…” with an “how have you been?” energy
9. Can act a little more confused on the small talk thing
10. Elena: SLOW DOWN!
11. More frustration from Reed on “I got to get out.”
12. “So…how bad is it?” Brandon, let’s see the confusion of that question physically
13. Elena, don’t try to overpower Reed when he talks over you
14. You both like to stare at the ground – don’t do that!
15. Reed: leave your suitcase when you go to get a paper
16. Reed: show us frustration about the delayed fight
17. Elena: make the “which we planned on numerous occasions” flirty.
18. Elena: let Brandon laugh before the “that surprises you?”
19. “I think you of all people should know” should have some edge to it
20. What do the friends names mean to you guys?
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21. Elena: be careful of breathy lines
22. Reed: “just turn it off like a switch” *snap* “right?”
23. Brandon: do not reference an audience member in your speeches
24. Rachel: too early of an entrance
Karen Capstone Book Notes
1. Talk to Amy about your directing resume.
2. Add a period after DR. on the header
3. Mention that you didn’t know anything about the concept from the show at Central
Michigan U.
4. Add “by Kenzie Bradley” on what you did on the images/collages
5. Write about how Dietz allows the script to have changes.
6. Add captions about why certain emails are included.
2/17 Run Notes
1. Reed: let’s see more physical frustration at the beginning – the annoyance of being in the
airport for hours
2. Reed: put more venom into “that was conrad”
3. Elena: why is “the druken shriner” line funny? Why would that make Elena laugh?
4. Elena: ask “Reed McAllister” as if it was a question, that you’re not sure it’s him
5. Rach lets see you try and and count the ceiling tiles
6. Brandon be further back during the “count our lucky stars” line
7. Ask “did he see me and leave” more sneaky
8. MORE URGENCY IN THE BEGINNING!
9. Reed: perhaps rub your ear at the beginning when you see Elena
10. Reed: let’s see your surprise when Elena says shes going to Boston
11. Elena: that “hogwash” line is too fast, slow it down please!
12. Much better with the overlap during the EPDEPS line
13. Elena: please cheat out a bit more when you’re sitting
14. You said excess right, Rach!
15. Elena: “that’s what you remember about me!” should be more surprised and louder
16. Physical reaction to the flight being delayed, Reed
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17. Elena: look around on the “he’s not here now” phone call
18. Reed come out later on the entrance. Come in on “I can do that, see you”
19. Slow down on “you had your chance and god knows you tried”
20. Rachel: let’s have you use your real wallet for a rehearsal prop for now, just so that
Brandon can practice pulling out cards
21. Elena: lets see your physical reaction to the LSCD card when Reed finds it
22. Reed make “telephones and TVs” in the mocking loud sound gross
23. Elena: pause before “you havent lived”
24. Elena with the mood car, let’s move you closer to the suitcase and push Reed out of the
way
25. Make the pause longer before “God, Reed, do you want to talk about it?”
26. Reed: make the ear rub less intense
27. Longer pause before the “bad bye” – Reed, lets see you decide to tell her this story and
let her into your life like that
28. Reed: let’s have “so don’t worry about it!” softer
29. Elena: I. WAS. READY. Take pauses
30. Elena: go HOME, Reed. Let it land
31. Elena: longer pause after “good cry”
32. Brandon: make sure you’re falling down safely and don’t crash into the ground
33. Brandon: let’s cut the hats in rehearsal for now
34. Elena: let’s do a slower forehead kiss
35. Let’s make the opening kiss longer, and let’s laugh through the “security camera” line.
36. Let’s have the phone flipped on it’s back before the call
37. Elena: make it seem like Kiersten is talking back on the phone to you.
2/20 Run Notes
1. Reed: start with your head buried in your laptop case
2. Elena: “she tried to warn me” should sound more unfair and frustrated
3. Be aware that the chairs are now very metal and will make noises all the time, so be
careful how you set things down
4. “I WASN’T going to be the first…” put emphasis on wasn’t Reed
5. Reed: she “kept… going” find the word
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6. Elena: cut the stomp, that was my bad and it just looks bad haha.
7. Elena: make sure to not stand profile at the beginning when Reed is talking, you can
move around and take up space.
8. Elena: Ask “did he see me and leave” more sneaky
9. “Did you really think that I wouldn’t remember your name?” Emphasis on I
10. You guys are allowed to speak during the announcements, they are going to be quieter
11. Elena: hold the EPDEPS pose so that Reed can laugh at you
12. When listening to the announcements, you can do other things besides act like you’re
listening to them
13. Reed: let’s see your uncomfortability with needing to leave after Elena crosses a line
14. Elena: add more sarcasm on “did you buy a bird?”
15. I think it’ll be fine for you all to rest your coffee on the chairs. It’s stable enough.
16. Elena: say “look at her” when looking at the Kiersten picture like you’re enthralled with
her
17. Elena: add a gesture on “husbandy”
18. Reed: add emphasis on “you” in “but you held out”
19. Rachel: when Brandon gives the wallet back, you can give him his back too
20. Elena: add a hand gesture on “maybe tone it down a bit”
21. Try and grab the trail mix as it falls so you don’t step on it later
22. Reed: lets see you jump for the phone when it rings in the hopes of Kiersten, and then the
sadness when it is not her
23. Elena: let’s her the edge on “don’t try and IMPROVE me, Reed”
24. Longer pause before the “bad bye” – Reed, lets see you decide to tell her this story and
let her into your life like that
25. Reed: don’t use your head voice when you’re yelling, use your chest voice
26. Elena: look at Reed when you talk about the back door
27. Reed: look at Elena on “you opened the door for me”
28. Reed: put the emphases on “just wanted” in “I just wanted to be with Lena.”
29. Elena: make sure you’re hitting the emphasis on “home” in “go HOME, Reed”
30. Reed: let’s see your shoulders drop when Elena mentions that she knows about Richard
31. Elena: ask “you weren’t going to tell me?” honestly and not an accusation
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32. Reed: the suitcase grab during the fight was awesome but say “total fucking mess” to her
face
33. You guys are allowed to get annoyed by the announcements and ignore them
34. Let’s make Nevada Williams 40 something instead of 50 something.
35. Elena: why did you give the crazy eyes about Dr. Lance?
36. Elena: let’s cut the hit on “you saw me and you didn’t say anything?”
37. Elena: let’s see you envision Toby and relive your experiences with him
Run Notes 2/25
1. Rachel: can you come in a bit quierer at first entrance
2. “Smoke a looooot of dope”
3. Remember that are talking to the audience are opening statements of a court case.
4. Brandon, take the briefcase only when you go to get a paper
5. Rach: say “I’d jump him” to the audience and smirk
6. Rachel, don’t fake looking for the phone – too actory
7. More annoyance when Reed doesn’t know who you are
8. Wallet scene was a bit slow tonight
9. Fran: can we add three seconds more of court and spark?
10. Brandon: rememeber the mood car a bit faster
11. Make the trail mix pauses a little bit quicker
12. Good aim, Brandon!
13. Brandon: possibly add more words to the call
14. Elena: more desperation on giving the boarding pass.
Run Notes 3/2
1. Storm noises: can it be quieter?
2. Elena: can you carry your new luggage on?
3. Make the “don’t worry” seem less worried
4. The flag BEARER
5. Reed: when you see Elena, move, but don’t go back to your original spot
6. Elena: look at the clock and think about that
7. Reed: come up with the phrase “compulsive preteen video addict”
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8. Elena: do two ooooms
9. Elena: ask the “cosmically, on my lifes journey?” seriously
10. “Don’t smirk” can be more patronizing
11. “It’s good to see you, Elena” can be more dismissive
12. Natalie: can the Reed exit announcement go faster?
13. Rach: wait longer on Brandon’s exit
14. Brandon: say “you would not believe the lines’ as you walk in
15. Bigger Ziplock bag for Elena’s wallet
16. Elena, take the time to open the sugar and put it in the coffee
17. Move the coffee cups as close to the center as possible to prevent spills
18. Longer silence before “they all slid back”
19. Can you guys find another time to drink?
20. Elena let’s rework the way you say “I’m hungry.. you want something?”
21. You guys need to make sure to be PROJECTING
22. Let’s put tape on the bottom of the McDonald’s bags so they don’t break
23. Elena: add a laugh on “Felicia”
24. Reed: “I’ll Pass” was a little too harsh tonight
25. Kiersten monologue was a bit too harsh tonight. Remember Reed, you love your daughter
26. PROJECT!
27. After the first announcement of the fight, Reed act like you’re trying to say goodbye
28. Longer pause before “I’d like if you said something”
29. The last “Magnolia” should be quieter.
Run Notes 3/3
1. The pacing was INCREDIBLY SLOW. We tacked on an extra 15 minutes tonight and
that was completely out of the ordinary. The wallet scene and the drunk scene in
specifically was incredibly slow. We’re going to do a speed run yesterday to
accommodate this.
2. Say “thanks” like youre impressed, Elena
3. Make sure that were jumping on as soon as the announcement happen
4. Brandon: react to Elena crawling on the floor
5. Make “that’s what you remember about me!” to be more outragous
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6. Look at Rachel during “Lena”, Brandon
Run Notes 3/4
1. Storm sounds should continue until the airport announcement
2. Rachel: let’s see more annoyance in the opening monologue
3. Brandon: laugh at Elena on the bench
4. Rachel: crawl out from under the bench sooner
5. Rachel: put a hand gesture on “mature trees”
6. Brandon: say “guilty as charged” over Elena’s line
7. Announcement should be on “get back into all this”
8. Heart of Gold can still be quieter
9. Take out the packet of sugar on “improve me”, including the magic trick
10. Wallet scene still needs to pick up the pace
11. After “slapped me”, can we get an “I-“ from you, Brandon?
12. Opening statements were just gorgeous tonight.
13. Brandon: say “good stuff” faster
14. More unfair about the never understanding people at the airport, also “ALL THE TIME!”
needs to be louder
15. Lone Star Data exchange should be faster
16. Rachel, you gotta be a little louder.
17. We’re going to have to pick up the pace on the abortion monologue
18. Rachel: let’s cut the way you say “family” on standby
19. Jump on and over the announcements everywhere
20. “I didn’t do better” monologue should be faster – fight is still happening here
21. “MORE DRINKS!”
22. “Last two people at the party” needs to be faster
23. Rachel: we need to see the jealousy and the ownership in your eyes
24. Faster forehead kiss, faster Magnolia lines
25. Brandon, if you pick up the kimono lets see you react to it
26. Brandon: can you zip up Elena’s luggage?
27. People NEED that.
28. The labrynth lines can be faster.
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Bea Meeting Notes 3/5
1. Props have slowly but surely been collected – we have everything except the Cosmo,
newspaper, and the hotel voucher.
2. The messenger bag is something that costumes needs to provide for Rachel.
3. We will use Bea’s business card for the show, and Kenzie will bring her own copy of
Slaughterhouse 5.
Run Notes 3/5
1. Storm noise can be longer.
2. “he better see me and get the hell over here” – more demanding
3. The lotus needs to be more to center and less to SR
4. Reed: look at clock when Elena is pointing
5. Make sure natalie puts the clock cues in the Q2Q
6. Reed: find places to look at the audience like Elena does, possibly when Elena realizes
she left her luggage
7. Opening statements were again, gorgeous
8. “Did you buy a bird?” Make the joke more subtle
9. Do the sugar ear thing earlier
10. Rachel, did you forget your license in your bag? Haha
11. Elena, take off glasses before “husbandy”
12. Need to make the ticket look more worn
13. Cut the raisins and come outside with the cashew bag pre-ripped
14. Slap your hand on top of Reeds, Elena
15. LSCD was too fast, slow that down
16. Elena, look a bit calmer after “the decision we made”
17. Elena, can we see you hug yourself on the abortion monologue?
18. Remember, we don’t yell during “total fucking mess”
19. Line hiccups?
20. Brandon: very cute with the sleeves and the sweater
21. Elena, lets see your relationship to Reed’s sweater
22. Elena, wear your kimono and don’t just put it on your luggage
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Q2Q Notes 3/6
1. We need to make sure that Julia re-records the house manager speech since she recorded
it for the one in Russell
2. We are having issues with the projector – this will hopefully be fixed soon
3. Why is the sound skipping around?
4. “With my closed eye” can sound normal, Rachel
5. Reed: Shake the rainstick harder
6. Rachel: “smoke a loooooooooooooot of dope”
7. The announcement with Reed leaving needs to be faster
8. Elena: “in THAT dark suit”
9. Make the sugar exchange smoother
10. Brandon: on the phone call you want to make sure that the audience can’t see the phone
11. Don’t talk over the opening announcements anymore
12. Rachel: “Austin’s a state of mind, man” in your weed voice
Tech Run Notes (from both runs, combined) 3/7
1. Can the storm sounds start right after the house manager speech?
2. Rachel, rest your bag on the suitcase and not in the middle of the floor
3. Brandon, don’t stand so still after you see Elena
4. Read the script again tonight cast so we don’t have these line hiccups
5. Kenzie: reminder to bring camera tomorrow to record monologues
6. Ask Julia about when we can start using her laptop
7. Spencer: have the bottoms of the McDonald’s bags been taped?
8. Rachel, start cleaning the second the phone rings
9. Rachel: react to Reed not knowing what the dancing looks like
10. When are the ground row covers coming up?
11. A few announcement lines need to be faster
12. Elena: we need to see you barely holding it together during the fight
13. Reed: make sure that last “Lena” is a bit more soft
14. Bandon during cancelled flight, take out your copy of Slaughterhouse Five
15. Rachel: use both clothing items as a pillow
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16. Rachel: notice the bottles first, laugh, and then speak
17. Brandon: khakis and loafers can be said very matter-of-factly
18. Rachel: turn away from him on the line “Kate’s house”
19. Announcement on the kissing scene was so late
20. Brandon: why was your phone in your pocket?
21. Magnolia needs to be faster when Reed clicks button
22. Rachel: “ooooms” can be a little longer
23. Rachel: keep your bag on longer
24. “Bedding a budding republican” can slow down a bit
25. Rachel: slow down in opening
26. Add to preshow checklist to have Reed organize Elena’s wallet
27. There’s REALLY been no one? – Brandon
28. Brandon: can you change your lock screen to the picture of you and Kiersten?
29. Rachel: YES ON THE FIGHT!
30. Trash needs to be emptied each day
31. Elena: take your luggage when you change
32. Elena: more sarcasm on “not nearly enough”
33. Elena: keep your eyes closed and act disinterested when Reed asks about the voucher
34. Rachel: carry around your alcohol after you rifle through Reed’s luggage
35. Rachel: let him say “Magnolia” before you speak
Dress Rehearsal 1 Notes 3/7
1. Remove the song after “Shooting Star” by Bob Dylan – it’s ugly af
2. Kenzie: write a speech for opening
3. Storm can still be quieter
4. “If we had a grid” was really fast – make sure we can hear it
5. Sit on the floor immediately upon entrance
6. Rachel: change the inflection of “Ginny”
7. Rachel: we are going to work on your shoes
8. Rachel: find times to play with your jewelry
9. Brandon: double check the glasses and make sure that it’s in your pocket
10. Rachel: go HOME, reed
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11. We weren’t supposed to use the McDonald’s bag tonight!
12. Rachel: hit the Richard in the “his name is Richard, right?”
13. Brandon: your SPONTANIETY
14. We can hear the quick changes happening – please be quiet!
15. Brandon: come out with your shirt half unbuttoned
16. Grace: let’s fix Rachel’s necklace.
17. Rachel: slow down on the “far be it from me to”
18. Rachel: touch Brandon’s cheek
19. Rachel: let Brandon say “Magnolia” before you say “what?”
20. Brandon: pick up your own clothing and get dressed partially onstage
21. Rachel: don’t forget your luggage
22. BRANDON, YOU TAKING YOUR RING OFF ONSTAGE MADE ME CRY. WHAT.
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Notes from Others
Design Run Notes 2/3 – from Karen Berman
1. Some of the politcal references are a bit too new. Including names such as “Trump” pull
me right out of the play and confuse me a little. I felt like there were times where I was
doing math instead of paying attention to the play.
2. Overall staging is very good. You did a very good job with angeled blocking especially
during the fight and it all looked incredibly natural.
3. One of my concerns are the characters monologues to the audience. An actor should
never narrate to the audience, only relieve experiences. Every piece of narration needs a
verb. What do they want from the audience? Forgiveness? Vindication?
a. The beginning is not quite engaging enough because of this. You need to take it a
few steps further.
4. Brandon needs to relieve listening to Neil Young. What does he remind you of?
5. Rachel looks at Brandon, but Brandon doesn’t look at Rachel. This should be fixed.
6. The snow needs to catch their eye a few more times than it currently does.
7. Rachel needs to have a strong connection with Ginny. What does she look like? What
experiences have you had?
8. Brandon should react to the rainstick movement.
9. Brandon could experiment with being more defensive about the briefcase when Rachel
makes fun of it.
10. On the NPR line, Brandon should make a real laugh.
11. Find a few more moments where they could touch or get closer.
12. Stakes higher on “rub your darn ear off”
13. We should see more of the hesitancy and embarassment of the show.
14. Rachel can and should go further with her connection to Maggie, and the story that she
tells to Kiersten about her.
Run notes 2/11 – from Jason Kaiser
1. The show looks really solid and very well put together
2. Natalie: make sure that you’re taking line notes for the actors
3. Rosie: it is pronounced “REA-gan”
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Run Notes 3/3 – from Karen Berman
1. You have reached the point in your show where the pacing has gotten incredibly slow.
This type of thing typically happens around this time. I best recommend a speed run, to
help close up those gaps and pauses.
2. You can really see the reliving through the monolgues, especially through Brandon.
3. Make sure that the actors are acting on the lines and not in between them – there was a lot
of “line, reaction/pause, line”
4. Brandon seemed tired at the beginning instead of frustration – need to start high energy!
5. We need to see Rachel visualize Ginny.
6. Rachel should find a place to flirt at the beginning since Brandon is flirting with her.
7. Reed needs to make Elena listen when he says “listen”
8. Make the pauses on the phone calls much quicker
9. God you should have “SLAPPED” me, make sure we can hear slapped
10. Elena needs to not seem so planted – she needs to be more unhinged
11. Brandon should plant Kiersten lower on the floor
12. The Felicia line for Rachel was REALLY slow, lets take a new approach to this line and
make her sound more annoyed and upset
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Post Mortem
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Thank You, Shooting Star.
Looking back, when I first started this process of creating Shooting Star in March of 2019
I was confident, but also incredibly scared. I knew that I was able to complete the process but I
was honestly quite concerned that it wouldn’t go well and that I would be held lower in
comparison to the capstones from the same year. As much as I love directing, I have always
strugged with scheduling and getting very anxious about the littlest thing to make sure that it’s
all perfect. In the end, this process was actually the most painless process I ever had for a show.
There were hardly ever times that I felt stressed or worried about the show, or that it wasn’t
going to go well. I think the times I was most anxious was when we had actor illness, and when
we lost the Herty Hall benches. However, these issues were fixed very quickly and didn’t cause
me too much stress. Believe it or not, I didn’t cry once during the process of the show until the
second Rachel and Brandon took their final bows. This wasn’t just a feeling that I shared, but the
same was expressed to me by the actors, management team, and even designers.
After going through the entire production process, I realized and learned a lot about my
strengths. I believe that I truly am best suited as a director, because I was able to speak to all of
my designers with ease. Both Laura and Fran pointed out to me how grateful they were that they
could look at light plots, ground plans, and paint elevations with me and I understood them. One
of my reasons for directing was that I had enough experience in each area of theatre to be able to
talk about them, and that worked in my favor. I also learned that I am very good at holding
rehearsals, and while this sounds incredibly obvious, it actually meant a lot to me. My initial
worry with all of the rehearsals was that I was going to run out of things to do and not have
enough to make rehearsals last the full three hours each night. This was absolutely NOT the case.
I learned new character work tactics, including having them go home and answer questions to get
them constantly thinking about their characters, having tablework dinners, having them visualize
previous experiences, etc. It all contributed so much to the authenticity of the characters and
made the actors so much stronger. I think I learned a lot about how I work with my management
team. Natalie, Rosie and I were thick as thieves during the process – always communicating to
make sure that things got done. I was sure to set boundaries and never text or email the cast,
crew, or design team from the hours of 10pm-10am, and this was very helpful for my mental
health and the mental health of the others, too. Finally, I definitely learned through this process
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that I’m really good at doing public relations and media for shows. Utilizing all the tools on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter I was able to post every day about the show and this led to 2
nights of the run being a nearly full house.
Also through this process I learned a lot of things that I could definitely improve on.
While I am a natural-born leader, I have the tendency to accidentally take too much control when
I notice that things aren’t going the way I want them to. During our first production meeting,
Natalie wasn’t too sure how to run it and so in an attempt to help her, I took over and walked
through the process. After speaking with Bea afterwards, that was definitely a time that I needed
to pull back and let Natalie figure it out. I have noticed this in my personality before and I realize
that it is something I need to be more aware of. I also learned through this process that I need to
get better at communicating with actors on how to say their lines. I never gave a line reading to
either of them as I am very much against that, but my tactics to get them to say the line the way I
wanted them to was not strong enough, as the line often took multiple times to get them to say it
the way I wanted them to. Finally, I think I learned a lot about being okay if not everything goes
the way you wanted it to. When we lost the Herty Hall benches, I was really angry about it, even
though it was totally out of everyone’s control and in the end we got something I preferred so
much more.
Overall, I am incredibly proud of the show and I think I met my goals in the exact way I
wanted to, and to be honest, they surpassed what I expected the show to be. I had the best team
helping me, and they helped make this show the best show I’ve ever had the honor to work on.
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Dear Karen,
Thank you so incredibly much for all your help – not just on Shooting Star, but during my entire
process at Georgia College. I came in a junior-transfer student trying to do the impossible of
directing my own show, and you gave me the opportunty and the chance to do so. You never
stopped believing in me and helping me out with everything, from countless letters of
reccomendation to promotional pictures for this show. I’m so grateful to have had the
opportunity to work with a professor and department chair who is so dedicated to her students
and their well-being. Your kindess towards me is more than I could have ever asked for, and
Georgia College is so incredibly blessed to have you.

Dear Bea,
Bea, thank you so much for all that you did on this show. To taking care of the emergency
purchases and searching the entire town for a Wall Street Journal, I am so grateful to you. Thank
you for giving me the tough love when I needed it – it helped me correct some of my biggest
mistakes and has made me such a stronger person going forward.

Dear Isaac,
Isaac, you are the professor that makes me wish I started college at GCSU for the whole four
years so that I could have got the opportunity to work with you more. You taught me so much
about the theatre world and even helped me find a new love in scenic painting. Without you, I
wouldn’t have had the strength to try for any of the jobs that I now have and the confidence to do
them well. You are such a wonderul professor (and a great dad!) and I’m really happy that I got
the chance to meet you and work with you.

Dear Eric,
Eric, thank you so much for helping so incredibly with the intimacy coordination of this show. I
genuinely had no idea what to do and you stepped up when I needed someone most, and I am so
grateful to you for that. I wish I would have been able to take more classes with you because you
are such an incredible professor and I would have loved the chance to work with you more in the
costume shop. Thank you so much for everything that you do at this school, as we would have
been absolutely lost without you!
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Dear Amy,
Amy, you were my first professor at this school and your play analysis class was the reason I fell
in love with GCSU. You gave me the confidence to continue auditioning after giving me a
callback my first week here, and since then, you have helped me so much. Whether it’s a letter of
reccomendation, or a conference reference, or me rushing into your office panicking about grad
school, you have been there for me. I have always felt like you were on my team and your
support has given me so much strength. I would not be going to grad school right now if it
weren’t for you. You are one of the most talented artists I have ever had the pleasure to work
with, and I’m so honored that I got to learn so much from you at GCSU. Please never stop
inspiring students.

Dear Jesse,
Jesse, you are the most interesting and wonderful technical director that I’ve ever had the honor
to work with. You taught me more about carpentry than I had ever learned before, and gave me
the confidence to apply those skills and market them to get jobs. My hours in assistantship with
you are some of my fondest memories at GCSU, and you made the scene shop a place of
welcome and not a place of dread like it used to be for me. Thank you for that.

Dear Cathleen,
One of my biggest regrets in college was that I didn’t get the opportunity to work with you more,
Cathleen, because you’re one of the kindest and smartest people I have ever met. Watching the
way your mind works when you’re in the costuming-zone was amazing, and I always loved how
you made the costume shop a welcoming home to anyone who needed to be there. I always felt
confident in my skills because of you, even when I would very frequently mess up. Thank you so
much for everything.

Dear Brandon,
Brandon, I want you to know that you are the most talented man I have ever met, and that I could
not imagine a more perfect person to play Reed. As soon as I was in callbacks, I knew you were
the perfect person to play him and you did his character so much justice. I have never been
prouder of you than seeing you perform onstage – it’s truly your element. Thank you so much for
all that you did to make Shooting Star so wonderful.
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Dear Rachel,
Rachel, you are honestly radiant. Everything about you is radiant and that shined so clearly from
Elena. I saw you pour your haeart and soul into her, and you should be so incredibly proud of the
work that you put onstage. It was a magical thing to watch you fall in love with her and
understand her more and more each day, even until curtain call on closing night. You did her so
much justice and I am so proud of you for the magic that you created.

Dear Natalie,
My sweet, sweet Nat. I have never known a person to be so kind and so loving while also so on
top of her stuff that it’s unbelivable. Your talents in literally everything that you do are
completely umatched. You are truly someone who is destined for so much greatness in whatever
you choose to do, whether it be in theatre or not. Out of everyone on the planet, I am so happy
that you were the one to stage manage this show, because you made it so wonderful and for that,
I am so grateful to you. Watching you grow and floruish in this department makes me want to
stay at this college for another 4 years just to watch you grow and see all of the wonderful things
that you’re going to do for this department. You should be so, so proud of yourself and
everything you’re doing.

Dear Laura,
I need you to know, Laura, that when I had picked this show, I wanted you to be my set designer
from the start. I had asked you a year ago and you said yes and that was the best thing in the
world to ever happen to me. Your talents are unmatched and your professionalism is through the
roof. You dedicated so much time and energy to this show – a show you didn’t even need credit
for, and your results were so stunning. You carried out my vision of the show perfectly, and
getting the honor to work with you is a gift that I will never forget. Don’t forget me, because I
want to hire you in the future!

Dear Fran,
My first friend and first supporter at GCSU, Fran, I am so happy to have been able to end my
final year here with you the same way it started. You are so talented in everything that you do
and you made everything that I had done a thousand times better with your lights and sound. I
am so endlessly grateful to you and your work, and, most importantly, your friendship.
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Dear Grace,
Though we came into this process as complete strangers, I am so glad that we had gotten closer
through the process, Grace. It was such an honor to get to work with you and see what you have
created for this show. The costumes were some of the best I had seen at this college, and your
attention to detail was absolutely beautiful. Thank you so much.

Dear Spencer,
Spencer, it was such an honor to get to work with you as props master! I know it was your first
time doing it, but you really knocked it out of the park. You got everything I wanted perfectly
down and the attention to detail was perfect. Thank you for getting those oh-so-specific props
and spending time searching the entirety of Milledgeville for them.

Dear Claire,
I know this was your first time as a designer, but you should be so incredibly proud of the work
you did for this show, and I think you should continue to do work with makeup in the future,
Claire. You did such a wonderful job on this show and carried out my metaphor and theme
perfectly through makeup, which is not an easy task. Thank you so much.

Dear Julia,
Julia… my light, my best friend, my platonic soulmate. If the whole reason I ended up in
Georgia was so that I could be best friends with you, it has been all worth it. You have been on
my side since day one, and I am endlessly grateful for all your help and everything that we have
gone through together. It seems only fitting that you are the “voice from the heavens” in my
capstone, because my whole two years you have been my voice of guidance and voice of reason.
I don’t know how I would have survived moving and figuring out this school without you.
We’ve helped each other during the hardest parts of our college lives, and I’m so happy that we
get to end it out together. I love you.
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Final Poster designed by Julia Whitten
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